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Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
39 2 Summer 2017 3 dedication
39 2 Summer 2017 3 article
39 2  Summer 2017 2013 Echoes, No. 99 pages 37-39 2004 4 excerpt
39 2 Summer 2017  5 short fiction
39 2 Summer 2017 1927-1937 Rapport de l'archiviste - Province de Québec1808-1813 7 Notes extracted from Archives
39 2 Summer 2017 1927-1937 Rapport de l'archiviste - Province de Québec1794-1799 8 Notes extracted from Archives
39 2 Summer 2017 9 article
39 2 Summer 2017 2002 10 memoir
39 2 Summer 2017 1993 St. John Valley Times (French) 23 Written document
39 2 Summer 2017 1999 Ste-Agathe Historical Society Newsletter (English) 23 Written document
39 2 Summer 2017 14 memoir
39 2 Summer 2017 16 memoir
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 2017 18 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 3 written letters
39 1 Spring 2017 2013 Echoes, No. 98 pages 35-38 2004 4 excerpt
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 6 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 6 Drawing
39 1 Spring 2017 Nov 3-6, 2016 American Council For Quebec Studies, biannal conference 8 Research article
39 1 Spring 2017 Nov 3-6, 2016 American Council For Quebec Studies, biannal conference 11 article
39 1 Spring 2017 April 19th, 2017 Bangordailynews.com 13 article
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 Connecticut 2017 19 geneology
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 19 article
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 University of Maine 2017 28 announcement
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 University of Maine 2017 28 announcement
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 2017 29 literary work
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 2017 29 blurb about author
39 2 Summer 2017 2014 Salem, NH 2017 29 audio
39 2 Summer 2017 Maine 30 Poetry
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 30 Poetry
39 2 Summer 2017 Novembre 2007 Novembre 2007 30 Poetry
39 2 Summer 2017 2017 Moon, Pennsylvania 2012 12 Essay
39 2 Summer 2017 May 2, 2017 Topsham, Maine 2015 38 literary work
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 14 biogrgaphy
39 1 Spring 2017 between 1651-1739 Acadian recipe book 1600s-1700s 15 excerpt
39 1 Spring 2017 April, 2017 24 biogrgaphy
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 17 autobiogrpahy
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 37 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 37 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 March 17, 2017 43 article
39 1 Spring 2017 18 May, 1961. John F. Kennedy Presidential library 43 photograph
39 1 Spring 2017 1944 or 1945
Bates College, Muskie Archives and
Special Collections Library. 43 photograph
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Chez Dean: An amazing gourmet kitchen, PLUS meals on wheels Grègorie Chabot/ Josèe Vachon English Cuisine Québec City
FACT CHECK Joshua Barrière English Newspaper and magazine University of Maine Franco-American centre
From Maine to Thailand The making of a Peace Corps Volunteer Roger Parent English Nonfiction Thailand South Bend, IN
Back Seats Paul Paré English Fiction Québec 
LE NEZ DANS LES ARCHIVES Guy Dubay French/ English Nonfiction History: Documentary Province de Québec Madawaska
Father Ciquard Guy Dubay French/ English Nonfiction History: Documentary Parish st. Basile Madawaska Province de Québec 
Another Voice in What to Call Ourselves Denise R. Larson English Nonfiction Immigration Geneaology French Canada Quebec
Stones Ray Luc Levasseur English Nonfiction French Canada
SOUVENIRS D'UNE TANTE Jacqueline Chamberland BlessoMaria Rose Délima Bossè ChamberlandFrench Nonfiction Poetry 
 
The Late Train Gérard CoulombeThe immediate and extended family of the authorEng ish Nonfiction Biography and Autobiography Berlin, NH Biddeford, Lewiston, and Winthrop; MEMontréal, Canada
The Late Train Part II (My Father) Gérard CoulombeFelix Coulombe (father of the author)English Nonfiction Biography and Autobiography Warwick, County Athabaska, Québec, CanadaBiddeford, ME Hartford, CT
Members of the SHFA Testify in Support of Saving Notre-Dame des Canadiens in Worcester, MassAlbert J. MarceauRep rt r Marceau and other preservationistsEnglish Nonfiction Art and Architecture History: Religion Worchester, MA Paris Hartford, CT
Lettres/Letters Le forum/various people that wrote in French/English Nonfiction Fairfield, ME Presque Isle, ME Doverfoxcraft, ME
From Maine to Thailand The making of a peace corps volunteer Roger ParentCharoon and Luk (host families)English Nonfiction Thailand Village of Vang South Bend, IN
NOS HISTORIES DE L’ILE STORIES – SOME OF THE REASONS FRENCH CHILDREN WERE ENCOURAGED TO ASSIMILATEAmy Bouchard DorinKu Klux Klan nglish Nonfiction History: Local Oldtown, ME Madawska, ME
Peter ArchambaultKu Kl x Klan
Being & Not Being Franco-American: The Perspective of One 21st Century MillennialMaegan Maheupr sent day French familes in AmericaEnglish Nonfiction immigration Waterville, ME University of Maine Portland, ME
“Le Messager: A Franco-American Newspaper and its Impact” Mitchel John RobergeFranco N wspapers English Nonfiction Lewiston, ME
Maine’s Franco voters still hold great sway, and they are increasingly up for grabsMichael ShepardLePage, Adam Cote English Nonfiction Government & Politics Lewiston, ME
Lucie LeBlanc Consentino, Acadian Genealogist, Will Speak to the FCGSC at October MeetingAlbert J. MarceauLuci  LaBla c Consentino (Speaker)English Nonfiction geneology History:Clubs and SocietyT lland, CT
The First Official French-Canadian-American Day in Hartford, CT, June 24, 2014Albert J. Marceaupoliticians, clergy, musicians, organizers, and people who contributed written materials all helped with the evenpNonfiction History: Religion History: Government and PoliticsHartford, Bristol, Enfield, Waterbury, Bloomfield, Cromwell; CTLac Mégantic and Montreal, Quebec; New Brunswick
Save the Date...Josée Vachon Josée Vachon, Musician English Art and Architecture music performanceOrono, ME Crossland Hall, University of Maine
Susan Poulin Susan Poulin, Actress, Author, and StorytellerEnglish Literary Works, fiction Drama Orono, ME Crossland Hall, University of Maine
A Castle in the Clouds:  Tom Plant and the American Dream Barry H. RodriqueTom Plant, Shoe Manufacturer; Workplace, Social, and Conservation of Nature AdvocateEnglish Nonfiction Biography History: Labor and SocialBath, ME Massachusetts Lake Winnipesaukee, NH
Barry Rodrique Barry Rodrique, author of "A Castle in the Clouds" is a geographer, archeologist, historian and professorEnglish Biography Hist ry: S ciologyCanadian_American BorderlandsRussia
"It's All About Love" by Marie-Line Morin A CD called "It's All About Love" by Marie-Line MorinEnglish Audio music performanceSalem, NH Amherst, NH
Independence Day Joseph JacksonJune 19th, aka "Juneteenth", holiday celebrating African Americans set freeEnglish Lit rary Work Poetry History: General Maine
Coffee at Dusk Margaret LangfordEugène, the young hero of the war novel "Un Revenant" (One Came Back)English Nonfiction Literary Work Biography & AutobiographyPoetry Petersburg, VA
Les Fleurs D Acadie Michel LacauxA flower of paradise in AcadiaFrench Fiction Poetry Acadia, Maine and Quebec
Jeremy Brinkley Stuart BrinkleyJ remy Brinkley and his father Stuart BrinkleyEnglish Nonfiction Biography Moon, Western PennsylvaniaMaine
Bucksport's First Franco Americans Were Patriots, Rebels and, Above All, PersistentJames MyallThe French Canadians from Quebec who emegrated to Bucksport, ME in the 1800'sEnglish Nonfiction Anthropology History: Labor & Social, Immigration, Religion, French in North AmericaBucksport, ME Quebec a d O tario, CanadaVermont
REGIS "BONHOMME" DAIGLE 1808-1880 Guy DubayRegis Daigle English Nonfiction Biography Madawaska Portage Lake, ME Bank of New Brunswick
What Did They Eat? George FindlenR é Martin and Marie Brun English Nonfiction Biography Beausoleil (farm) Port- Royal Anapolis Royal, Acadia Nova Scotia
Canadian Littérateur, Expatriate, and Intercultural Broker Patrick LacroixProsper Bender(1844-1917) English Nonfiction Biography History: General Quebec City
On Being Franco-American Gérard CoulombeCara cotu Coulombe (mother)English Nonfiction autobiography French in North America Fairfield, CT Old Orchard, ME
Six Historically French-Canadian Parishes Will Merge in the Archdiocese of HartfordAlbert J. MarceauMerging churches English Nonfiction Religion Newspaper and MagazineSt. Laurent Parish Church in MeridenSte-Anne/Immaculate Conception Parish Church in HartfordSt. Anne in Waterbury
Raising of the Quebec Flag at the Connecticut State Capitol, Fri. June 23Albert J. MarceauOd tte Manning English Nonfiction Newspaper and magazine State Capitol in Hartford Conn.
The Man Who United Irish- and Franco-Americans James MyallJohn F. Kennedy English Nonfiction Biography Fall River, ME
President John F. Kennedy and First Lady Jacqueline KennedyEngli h Photography Histiography JFK Presidential LibraryOttawa
Bobby Kennedy poses in front of a Winter Carnival snow sculpture of a Navy ship at Bates CollegeEnglish Photography Histiography Bates College
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
"Meals on wheels"
excerpt written in 2004 but published in 2013
Province de Québec 
Port Washington, NY; Darien and Fairfield, CT Different events and facts about the author's family as well as some family secrets that were not told
The focus of Part Two was on the father of the author
a petition for signing is found at www.preservationworchester.org
Pinellas Park, FL
French Canadian
Franco- American
fall general meeting: French-Canadian Geneologic Society of CT  www.fcgsc.org
Woonsocket, RI; Milwaukee, WI; Manchester, NH; Worchester, MA; Schagticoke,NY; Orono, ME June 24, 2014 was the date of the event
August 13, 2017; free performance; http://joseevachon.com
September 18, 2017; free book reading (The Sweet Life: Ida LeClair’s Guide to Love and Marriage; http://www.poolyle.com
Lake Winnipesaukee, NH Tom Plant; from a poor French Canadian family became a wealthy shoe manufacturer
Barry Rodriques wrote the recommended book "A Castle in the Clouds:  Tom Plant and the American Dream"
Classical Songs, Popular, Opera, Sacred, Spirituals
Author Joseph Jackson, Coordinator of the Maine Prison Advocacy Coalition, Program Facilitator for Maine Inside Out
"Siege of Petersburg - July, 1884". Poem/Excerpt from tremblay's novel Un Revenant about men drinking coffee before a civil war attack
A poem about flowers in Acadia that has the features of people
A high school talk by a father about how heroine took his son, submitted by his uncle, Tony Brinkley, Senior Faculty Associate, Franco-American Centre, University of Maine
Fort Knox A historical essay about French Canadian Catholics who moved to Bucksport, ME
Bank of New Brunswick
industrial revolution
Biddeford
St. Louis in West HavenSt. Peter in New Britain St. Ann in Bristol
Maine franco-american and Irish communities
A high school talk by a father about how heroine took his son, submitted by his uncle, Tony Brinkley, Senior Faculty Associate, Franco-American Centre, University of Maine
Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
39 1 Spring 2017 12 September 1953 John F. Kennedy Presidential library 43 photograph
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 38 Poetry
39 1 Spring 2017 7 July 2003 38 photograph
39 1 Spring 2017 39 Poetry
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 39 Poetry
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 39 Poetry
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 39 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017
39 1 Spring 2017 1861 Woonsocket 40 poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 40 poem
39 1 Spring 2017 1983 EMBERS, volume 8, no. 2 40 poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 41 Poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 41 Poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 42 Poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 42 poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 42 poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 42 Poem
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 36 add
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 26 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 44 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 Wikimedia Commons 44 Photograph
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 44 article
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 St. Germain-de-Grantham, Drummond county1915 44 Photograph
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 45 Blog
39 1 Spring 2017 2017 50 article
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 3 letters
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 4 article
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 Rajotte family photo album 1920 4 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 commons.wikimedia.org 4 photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 commons.wikimedia.org 4 photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 5 Biography
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 5 photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 5 photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 Corbis 1933 9 photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2013 "Echoes" No. 97 pages 40-41 2004 10 excerpt
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 2004 11 photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 11 Biography
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 12 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 13 article
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 14 article
38 4 WInter 2017 2017 15 article
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 17 article
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy and John F. Kennedy cut their wedding cake during their reception.Englis Photography Histiography Newport, RI
Final Roll Call In Memory of this Nation’s Fallen Warriors Carroll R. MichaudVeterans English Poetry Arlington National Ceremony
Carroll R. Michaud and Col. James Laufenburg Commander, U.S. Army 3rd Infantry RegimentEnglish Photography Histiography
Report to an Academy Franz KafkaFreedom English Poetry Africa Europe
Response to Report to an Academy Andrew WaltonFranz Kafka English Poetry
Pendant qu'ont dormais Don Levesque French Poetry
The Poem and the Paper: “Rince Ta Guenille” and Le F.A.R.O.G. ForumMaureen PerryPaul Paré English Nonfiction French in North America University of Southern MaineLe F.A.R.O.G. Forum
Glory Rémi TremblayB ttle of Bull Run English Poetry History:general Woonsocket
DREAM Jim Bishop English Poetry
A WORD ABOUT THE DEATH OF MY FATHER* Gérarde Coulombe English Poetry
Loyaux mais français Mitch Roberge French Poetry French in North America
A GARDEN IN MY HEAD Adrienne Pelletier LePageF ow s English Poetry
Dans Acadie (In Acadia) Austin Bragdon English Poetry
TO OUR VETERANS Adrienne Pelletier LePageveterans English Poetry
New Word for Beauty Austin Bragdon English Poetry
Seasonal Change Austin Bragdon English Poetry
The Day the Horses Went to the Fair Norman Beaupre English biography Brown Unviersity Paris
Les batailleurs – Enquête d’un Québécois sur la diaspora franco-américaineSimon Couillardfr nco-americanos French nonfiction Lewistion, ME Canada
Through the Generations Denise R. Larsonthe family of Louis Hébert and Marie Rollet and their children, Guillaume, Guillemette, and Anne. LouisEngl sh G naology nonfiction Quebec City
Marie Rollet et ses enfants Jean GagnonParc Montmorency, Quebec CityEnglish photography Genalogy Quebec City
Never Stop Looking Denise R. LarsonFelix and Exilda Rajotte English Genaology nonfiction biography Nashua, NH Drummond County, Quebec Providence
Felix and Sophie Bergeron stand together in this ca. 1915 photograph, possibly taken in St. Germain-de-Grantham, Drummond County, Quebec Province, where they farmed for many years.English photogrpahy Genalogy St. Germain de Grantham, Drummond county, Quebec Province
1649: Abraham Martin: Coupable ou Innocent? Robert BérubéAbraham Martin et MarqueriteFrench Fiction France
Les Familles Daigle Bob ChenardOlivier Daigre and  Marie GaudetEnglish Genaology nonfiction biography Saintonge, France Port Royal
Lettres/Letters Guy DubayPeople corresponding with the forumEnglish Nonfiction St.John Valley University of Maine New Brunswick
From the Montreal of Old to the New Streets of Gold Denise R. Larson and Helen Cotterthe Rojotte Family English Biography History: economic and industrial Canada Quebec City
Bruno Rajotte holds his cat on a street in Montreal English photography
Rue St. Louis, Old Montreal English photography Old Montreal
Mountie and Trooper at border between Canada and the United States English photography Canada United States
"Mr. Zero" of Maine: The story of Urbain Ledoux Michael GuignardConsul Urban Ledoux English Biography nonfiction Government and PoliticsBiddeford New York City Maine
Consul Urbain Ledoux English photography
Collège Marist in Van Buren, Maine English photography Van Buren, ME Marist College
Homeless and Unemployed Men Eating at Relief Center(The Tub) English Photography The Tub
From Maine to Thailand The making of a Peace Corps Volunteer Roger ParentLaotians English Autobiography nonfiction Thailand Laos Mekong River
Typical boat crossing Mekong River English photography Thailand Mekong River
The Watchmaker's Desk Terry OuletteJoseph Reginald Gerard PlourdeEnglish Biography nonfcition Grovetown, NH Ste- Agathe Madawska
50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY (3 pictures) Francoise and Reginald Plourde and familyEnglish photography
Father Ponsardin Michael GuignardJean Francois Ponsardin English Biography History:Religion St. Joseph's Parish in Biddeford, MELeadville, CO Saint Louis High School
Remembering Mademoiselle Grenier* Gèrard CoulombeMademoiselle Eva Grenier English Biography Nonfiction Saint Andrè's Biddeford
"Rose the Bum" or Murder on Wentworth Street Gèrard CoulombeJ seph Coutu English Biography Nonfiction Biddeford
Franco- Americna Retired Army Officer Shares Belgium Memory Juliana L'Heureux/ CONTRIBUTERDonald Dubay English Biography/autobiographyNonfiction History: General Belgium Africa French Colonies
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Saint Louis High School
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38 4 Winter 2017 1964 17 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 17 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 17 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 18 invitation
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 November 3, 2016 19 Speech
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 January 16, 2017 21 Speech
38 4 Winter 2017 1600's Acadian ancestry works1600-1700's 22 excerpts
38 4 Winter 2017 24 article
38 4 Winter 2017 2017 Lewiston- Auburn, ME February 12, 2017 26 article
38 4 Winter 2017 1925 Lewiston City Hall 26 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 1925 Androscoggin Historical Society/Maine Memory Network 26 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 1930 Franco-American collection/Maine memory Network 27 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 Worcester, MA 18 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 Worcester, MA 18 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 Tolland, CT 19 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 20 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 20 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 20 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 20 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 27 article
38 4 Winter 2017 29 announcement for May 6, 2017
38 4 Winter 2017 30 Article
38 4 Winter 2017 32 Poetry
38 4 Winter 2107 32 Poetry
38 4 Winter 2017 32 Poetry
38 4 Winter 2017 32 Poetry
38 4 Winter 2017 33 Book synopsis
38 4 Winter 2017 33 Book synopsis
38 4 Winter 2017 34 Announcement 
38 4 Winter 2017 34 Book synopsis
38 4 Winter 2017 35 recipe
38 4 Winter 2107 35 recipe
38 4 Winter 2017 37 article
39 2 Summer 2017 14 drawing
39 2 Summer 2017 17 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 20 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 20 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 photograph
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Col. Donald Dubay 1964 University of Maine Graduate English Photography Universtiy of Maine
David (Don's son) Antonia de la Serna & Don English Photography
Don and his wife Gail Dubay English Photography Jordan Pond in Acadia
100 years of Franco-American Veterans History Franco- American collection English French in North America University of Southern MaineUniversity of Maine Lewiston, ME
Remarks of Servein M. Beliveau Steven M. Beliveau20th biennial conference of the american council of Quebec StudiesEnglish N nfiction Essays University of Maine Portland, ME
Troy Jackson Remarks on MLK Day Troy JacksonMartin Luther King Jr. English Nonfiction Essays Northern Maine
Open Hearth Cooking George FindlenR e Martin and Marie Mignier  English Nonfiction Cuisine biography Aroostook County, MENova Scotia Anapolis in Acadia
Le Patrimoine* Heritage Notre Dame de la Chandeleur the Groundhog Day you don't knowPar Kent Beauline dit Bonereligious feast days English Nonfiction Cuisine Quebec Acadian Communities Islet County, Quebec
A New England Mardi Gras- The International Snowshoe Convention of 1925James Myallsnowshoes English Nonfiction newspaper and magazineHistory: General Quebec City Lewiston, ME
Panorama of the 1925 Snowshoe Convention English photography Lewiston City Hall City Park Ice Palace
Ice Palace, Lewiston City Park(now Kennedy Park) English photography Lewiston City Park
Snowshoers, Lewiston, Maine English Photography University of Southern MaineLewiston, ME
Church Notre-Dame des Canadiens Valerie Ostrander, Office Manager at Preservation Worcesterphotography religion Worcester, MA
Public Demonstration at Notre-Dame des Canadiens Valerie Ostrander, Office Manager at Preservation Worcesterphotography religion Worcester, MA
Lucie LeBlanc, Acadian Geneologist photography geneology Tolland, CT
Marie Turcotte and Fr. Robert J. Rousseau in St. Joseph's Cathedral Albert J. Marceau photography religion French in North AmericaHartford, CT Bristol, CT
Fr. Alvin Leblanc in St. Joseph's Cathedral Albert J. Marceau photography religion French in North AmericaHartford, CT
Fr. Alvin Leblanc in St. Joseph's Cathedral's foyer Albert J. Marceau photography religion French in North AmericaHartford, CT
Louise Fauteux, soprano cantor singing in St. Joseph's Cathedral Albert J. Marceau photography religion singing Hartford, CT
Why are Franco-Americans So Invisible David VermetteFranco Americans English Nonfiction French in North America Biography Jamestown/Plymouth RockEllis Island Eastern Europe
STS Aumni Reunion Will be Held On Sat., May 6, 2017 Albert J. MarceauClass of 1983, STSHS English Nonfiction newspaper and magazine St. Thomas Seminary Bloomfield, CT STSHS
How to tell if your French-Canadian Ancestors Include Acadians George L. Findlenrench-Canadian ancestors English Nonfiction Geneology Quebec New York New England
The Language Crisis Today Danielle BeaupreLanguage English Poetry Harper Collins
Argument Danielle BeaupreLanguage English Poetry Maine
Souvenirs Adrienne Pelletier LePage English/ French Poetry
Glory Margret S. LangfordB ttle of Bull Run English Poetry
Revuse Norman R. Beaurpe French Nonfiction Review
The Fallen Divina: Maria Callas Norman R. BeaurpeNorman Beaurpe Englsih Biography Review Nonfiction Southern Maine Biddeford, ME St. Francis College
Heliotrope-- French Heritage Women Create has gone live and is now available for PurchaseFranco-Ame ican Women's InstituteFAWI English French in North Americanonfiction Franco-American Women's Institute
Our Place in Line: A Franco-American Family Odyssey Catherine F. BergeronQu becois descendents English Nonfiction Biography Genelogy Lewiston, ME Auburn, ME Northeastern University
Potato Doughnuts English/ French Cuisine
French Onion Soup English/ French Cuisine
"Can I?" Joe ArsenaultSerevin Beliveau English Nonfiction NewEngland 
steam engine train French in North AmericaBiography
Advertisement for "Father John's Medicine Cough Suppressant" French in North AmericaBiography
Fr. Robert Rousseau Gives Homily at St. Joseph's Cathedral Albert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North Americareligion Hartford, CT
Joseph Gadbois in Foyer at St. Joseph's Cathedral Albert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CT Joseph Gadbois,Vice-President of Fraternal Outreach at Catholic Financial Life in Milwaukee,WI during the celebration in Hartford, CTFrench in North Americarel gion Hartford, CT Woonsocket, RI Milwaukee, WI
Fr. Rousseau, Helene Lebrecque and State Rep. Russ Morin at French-Canadian-American DayAlbert J. MarceauFirst F ench-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North America Hartford, CT
Josée Vachon (singer) receives applause from State Rep. Russ Morin with Daniel Boucher and Camille RichardAlbert J. MarceauFirst French-Can dian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North AmericaA t Hartford, CT
Lieu. Gov. Nancy Wyman speaks French-Canadian-American Day at Conn. State Capitol with Helene Labrecque, State Rep. Russ Morin, and State Sen. Gary LebeauAlbert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-Am rican Day Hartford, CTFrench in North AmericaPolitics Hartford, CT
Josée Vachon, Helene Labrecque and her sister Odette Manning, Daniel Boucher, Camille Richard, Michel Grenier, and State Rep.Russ Morin Albert J. Marce uFirst French-Canadian-American Day Har ford, CTFrench in North America Hartford, CT Quebec
State Sen. Gary Lebeau giving a speech at CT State Capitol, Helene Labrecque and State Rep. Russ Morin in audienceAlbert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-Americ n Day Hartford, CTFrench in North AmericaPolitics Hartford, CT
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
KKK
Barnabe, ME
Islet County, Quebec
Fr. Alvin Leblanc after the Mass in French for the Feast of St. John the Baptist for French-Canadian-American Day
Louise Fauteux, was the professional soprano cantor for the Mass at St. Joseph’s Cathedral during the first French-Canadian-American Day
Canada
Rhode Island
Published by Llumina Press
Brown University Published by Llumina Press
Quebec
Joseph Gadbois was at Union-St-JeanBaptiste (Insurance), R.I., but now is the the V.P. of Fraternal Outreach, Catholic Financial Life, WI
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39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 22 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 22 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 22 photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 June 24, 2014 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 23 photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 38 article
38 4 Winter 2107 39 article
38 4 Winter 2017 40 aricle
38 4 Winter 2017 41 Genealogy family tree charts
38 4 Winter 2017 1917 43 Photograph
38 4 Winter 2017 STSHS Class of 1983 1983 44 Photograph w/ long explanation
38 4 Winter 2017 Intro Brochure for STHS 1982 44 Photograph w/ long explanation
38 4 Winter 2017 STSHS 1982 45 Photograph w/ long explanation
38 4 Winter 2017 STSHS 1982 45 Photograph w/ long explanation
38 4 Winter 2017 46 Advertisement
38 4 Winter 2017 47 Petition
38 4 Winter 2017 47 Advertisement
38 2 Spring 2016 3 Letters
38 2 Spring 2016 3 excerpt
38 2 Spring 2016 3 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 2013 "Echoes", No. 95 pages 30-32 2004 4 excerpt
38 2 Spring 2106 4 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 5 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 5 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 5 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 5 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 6 Memoir
38 2 Spring 2016 1920's 6 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 7 article
38 2 Spring 2016 7 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 8 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 1905 7 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 8 article
38 2 Spring 2016 10 aricle
38 2 Spring 2016 11 Painting
38 2 Spring 2016 22, January 2005 11 Letter
38 2 Spring 2016 11 Photography
38 2 Spring 2016 August 11, 2014 12 Presentation
38 2 Spring 2016 14 Article
38 2 Spring 2016 April 2, 2016 20 Announcement
38 2 Spring 2016 21 Announcement
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Raising Quebec flag on CT State Capitol Albert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North America Hartford, CT Quebec
Helene Labrecque is interviewed by WTICTV (Channel 61 Fox News) Hartford, CTAlbert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North America Hartford, CT
Musicians play French-Canadian folk music in the State Capitol during the French-Canadian-American DayAlb rt J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CT Daniel Boucher on fiddle, Ken Karpowicz on accordion, and Reynold Pelletier on guitarFrench n North AmericaA t Hartford, CT
Michel Grenier of Willimantic, guitarist, speaks with a woman Albert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North AmericaA t Hartford, CT
Camille Richard of Willimantic performs at Hartford State Capitol Albert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North America Hartford, CT
Quebec Flag Flies Over CT State Capitol Building Albert J. MarceauFirst French-Canadian-American Day Hartford, CTFrench in North America Hartford, CT Quebec
WHO WAS PIERRE LANGUEDOC SOMETIMES KNOWN AS LANGDO OF FRENCHVILLE, MEAllen J. VoisinePierre Languedoc English Genaology History: General biography Frenchville, ME Quebec
L'ADN et la genealogie Ken Roy Oliver Roy- Family tree French Genaology biography Nouvelle-France
DNA and Genealogy Ken Roy Oliver Roy- Family tree English Genaology biography Nouvelle-France
Franco-American Families of Maine Bob Chenardfamilies of Maine English Genaology Histroy: Local biography village of Bailleul-s Therain
The Maxime and Elise (Bouchard) Roy Family circa 1917 Maxime and Elise Bouchard English Photography
aerial photography of the grounds of St. Thomas seminary English Photography History: General Bloomfield, CT
Students playing "Tucker Ball" Fritz Dupree English Photography History: General STSHS
Students of the class of 1982 STSHS in their freshman year Francisco Feijoo, Neil Adakonis, Paul TraversEnglish Photography History: General STSHS
priests give lectures and students listen to them at STSHS Joseph Donnell- Priest English Photography History: General STSHS
Ad for a book Treffle Jacques Lessard French Nonfiction Advertisement
Notre- Dame des Canadien, Worcester, Mass., Threatened with DemolitionAlbert J. MarceauDemolition of a church English Nonfiction Religion Worcester, MA Church of Notre-Dame des Canadiens
Ad for a breadslicer Treffle Jacques Lessard English Nonfiction Advertisement
Lettres/Letters Laurent AutotteYves Masiee English Nonfiction Montceaux, France
Uncle Luc Laurent AutotteFa her Luc Miville English Biography History: General La Brosse- Montceaux, FranceManchester, NH
Pere Luc Miville Pere Luc Miville English Photography
From Maine to Thailand The making of a Peace Corps Volunteer Roger ParentPricha- principal Englsih Autobiography nonfiction Udorn Thailand
house on the teacher training college campus Roger Parent English Photography
The house next to Udorn Trade School Roger Parent English Photography Thailand
Two-year-old Thanom Roger ParentThanom(2 year old boy) English Photography
Thanom's mother preparing a meal in "outside porch kitchen." Roger ParentThanom's mother English Photography
Father and daughter of one of two families with whom I lived Roger Parent English Photography
Le Pont A Pit Martha Cyr GenestLe Pon English Autobiography Le Pont a Theophile a Francis Croc
Le Pont a Theophile Marthe, Marguerite, & others English Photography
Madawaska's J. Normand Martin Local artist designed a Bangor Icon Brian SwartzJ. Normand Martin English Biography History: Local Bangor, ME
J. Normand Martin & the Paul Bunyan statue English Photography Paul Bunyan Statue
Children play inside Paul Bunyan Boots English Photography Paul Bunyan Statue
Town of St. Agatha Acadians English Photography History: Local St. Agatha Nova Scotia
No Names on the Map? But we were Here! Guy Dubay English Biography nonfiction Madawaska St. John Valley Pelletier Island
How Keegan, Maine Got Its Name Guy DubayIssac Burpee Englsih Nonfiction Biography History: Local Keegan, ME Van Buren Mills Bangor, ME
Painting by Lulu Pelletier Lulu Pelletier English Photography
Born and Raised in Keegan Patrick VoisineVan Buren English Autobiography nonfiction Keegan, ME St. John Valley
Peter Charles Keegan Peter Charles Keegan Englsih Photography
The Americanization of the Acadians of Maine Guy DubayVan Buren English Biography nonfiction New Brunswick Van Buren plantation Assumption College
The 16th Annual April in Paris at Cinestudio, Hartford Albert J. MarceauFrench Film festival English Nonfiction History: general Trinity College Hartford, CT Cinestudio
Sugar House Party in Briston, CT Albert J. MarceauDaniel and Michelle Boucher English Nonfiction Advertisement Bristol, CT The Swedish Club
Reunion of All Former Students of STS to be held on Friday, May 6th Albert J. MarceauSTSHS class of 1983 Englsih Nonfiction Announcement Bloomfield, CT St. Thomas Seminary
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Josée Vachon sings "Gens du Pays" during raising of flag
Phototographer notes that this picture was taken from the steps of the Connecticut State Library, with a telephoto lens using Pentax P3 400 speed Kodak film
contact email for author itismoi9@aol.com
Source of Ancestry.com
English translation of article above
contact info- phone: 207-616-0725 E-mail- tref1213@gmail.com
contact info- Phone: 207-616-0725 E-mail: tref1213@gmail.com
Fort Kent
Phototographer notes that this picture was taken from the steps of the Connecticut State Library, with a telephoto lens using Pentax P3 400 speed Kodak film
Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
38 2 Spring 2016 May 2, 2014 21 Photography
38 2 Spring 2016 1983 22 Photograph w/ long explanation
38 2 Spring 2016 23 Photography
38 2 Spring 2016 May 25, 1983 23 Photography
38 2 Spring 2016 23 Article
38 2 Spring 2016 24 Book synopsis
38 2 Spring 2016 25 Book synopsis
38 2 Spring 2016 26 Book synopsis
38 2 Spring 2016 26 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 26 Book synopsis
38 2 Spring 2016 27 Article
38 2 Spring 2016 Maine Historical Society/ Maine Memory Network1895 27 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 Pejepscot Historical Society/ Maine Memory Network1936 28 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 29 Article
38 2 Spring 2016 1894 29 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 1987 Le Forum, Page 8, fevrier 1987 & page 10 mars 19871987 30 article
38 2 Spring 2016 1987 Le Forum, Page 8, fevrier 1987 & page 10 mars 19871987 33 Article
38 2 Spring 2016 32 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 34 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 34 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 1967 35 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 35 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 1936 36 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 37 article
38 2 Spring 2016 April 2, 1929 The Gazette of Montreal 1929 37 PSA
38 2 Spring 2016 March 23, 2016 41 Photograph
38 2 Spring 2016 42 FolkTale
38 2 Spring 2016 43 Short story
38 2 Spring 2016 44 short story
38 2 Spring 2016 1946-1947 La Surviance 1946 45 article
38 2 Spring 2016 Canada 1949 47 Postcard
38 2 Spring 2016 48 Poetry
38 2 Spring 2016 48 Poetry
38 2 Spring 2016 49 Family tree
38 2 Spring 2016 50 announcement
38 2 Spring 2016 51 announcement
38 1 Fall 2015 3 article
38 1 Fall 2015 3 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 3 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 2013 "Echoes" No. 94 pages 30-32 2004 4 Excerpt
38 1 Fall 2015 4 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 5 Photograph
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Mass for the First STS Alumni Reuninon Albert J. MarceauArchbishop Leonard P. Blair English Photography St. Michael Parish New Haven, CT West Hartford, CT
Steve Banasiewicz and Walden Moore ,thr last choir director of STSHS Walden Moore English Photography Archbishop O'Brien LibraryH tford, CT Hartt School of Music, University of Hartford
Chapel of STSHS Albert J. MarceauChapel of the school English Photography STSHS
May 25, 1983 Mrs. Diane Boilard, the French Teacher, the typing teacher, and the advisor for the highschool newspaperAlbert J. MarceauDi ne Boila d English Photography Bristol, CT STSHS
Reflections on the Acadian Deportation Roger ParadisAcadian Deportation English nonfiction History: Local Nova Scotia Prince Edward Island Cape Breton Island
Not a Catholic Nation Mark Paul RichardKKK English nonfiction History: Local New England- Canadian borderlands
What does it mean to be white in America A collection of personal narratives related to whitenessEnglish no fiction America
Building a Better Life The French Canadian experience in Western MassachusettsEnglish Nonfiction History: General French in North AmericaWestern, MA
A French Canadian Mill Worker Lewis H. Hine English Photography History: General Indian Orchard Textile Mill
Maine Nursing: Interbiews and History on Caring and Competence Valerie Hart, Susan Henderson, Juliana L'Heureux, Ann SossongMaine Nurses English Nonfiction History: Local Vietnam War Cu Chi
Before Flint, Brunswick was at the Center of a Public Health Crisis James MyallReaisents of Brunswick English Nonfiction History: Local Immigration Brunswick, ME Flint, MI
Workers' housing owned by the Cabot Company on the Brunswick shore og the AndroscogginWo kers English Photography History: Local Brunswick, ME Androscoggin
Mill Street, Brunswick, 1936 English Photography Histroy: Local Brunswick, ME
The Children's Strike in a Gilded Age Mill David Vermette English Nonfiction History: Local History: Labor and SocialCabot manufacturing CompanyBrunswick, ME
1894 Death Certificate of Adelard Duford "Age:11"" Occupation: Mill Operative" Adelard Duford English Nonfiction History: Local HIstory: Labor and Social
Memere: The Life of a Franco~American Woman Anne LuceyAmadee and Claudia Emond English Nonfiction Biography Histroy: Local Biddeford, ME Quebec City
Memere: The Life of a Franco~American Woman Anne LuceyClaudia Emond English Nonfiction Biography Thetford Mines Biddeford, ME
Claudia Breton Emond was married to Amendee English Photography
Therese Emond a Sherbrooke French Photography Sherbrooke
Bellesmere Breton French Photography
Amedee et Claudia Emond 1967 French Photography
Claudia Emond French Photography
La Famille Breton 1936 French Photography
Illegal Immigration in the 1920s: French North Americans and the Myth of the Master RaceDavid VermetteFa her Luc English Biography Nonfiction History: General La Brosse- MontceauxGermany
Canadians face deportation as Illegal Aliens English Photography immigration History: General Montreal
My mom, Albetine Albert- Pimperal weaving a palm at 89 yrs. old Virginia StandAlbertine Albert- Pimperal English Photography Waterville, ME
Competr Bouki pi Compere Lapin A Franco- African Folktale of the Missouri OzarksKent Beaulne English/ French Folklore Children's Literature Missouri
La Ferme Pepinnoise Virginie L. Sand-Roi French Fiction Children's Literature Warwick, Quebec Pepinose Farm
Pepinose Farm Virginia L. Sand-Roy English Fiction Children's Literature Warwick, Quebec Pepinose Farm
Regard en arriere Camille LesardBoutin Family French Fiction History: General Quebec
Postcards from the past Denise LarsonBrault Family English Nonfiction History: Local Quebec Montreal New England
Les Coeurs, Les fleurs, et les etoiles Virginie L. Sand-Roi French Poetry
Hearts. Flowers, & Stars Virginia L. Sand-Roy English Poetry
Les Familles Fecteau Bob ChenardFecteau family English Genaology nonfiction Lewiston, ME Augusta, ME Biddeford, ME
Finding your Quebec & Acadian Ancestors Bob Chenard English Genaology announcement University of Maine
Franco American Studies English nonfiction University of Maine
Donation swells genealogical, historical records at UMaine Franco centerNick McCreaAdrien Lanthier Ringuette English nonfiction Biography History: General Mishawaka, IN Lathier Ringuette Library University of Maine
Scott Ringuette, son of Adrien Lanthier Ringuette of Indiann, talks about his late fatherNick McCreScott Ringuette English Photography University of Maine
Celeste Ringuette, widow of Adrien Lanthier Ringuette of Indianna, talks about her late husbandNick McCr aCeleste Ringuette English Photography University of Maine Franco-American Centre
From Maine to Thailand The making of a Peace Corps Volunteer Roger ParentMina English nonfiction article University of MichiganUdorn Trade school Thailand
Mina on the Parent family's front porch in Lile Mina English Photography
Students and teachers work together English Photography
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Hartt School of Music, University of Hartford
Fort Edward
editor: University of Massachusetts Press
Editor: Gabrielle David, Sean Fredrick Forbes, Debby Irving, Tara Betts
Presented by The Republican
Publisher: The History Press
Amedee Jospeh Emond 1901-1969   Claudia Breton Emond 1911-
WWII
English translation of above text
New York
English translation of above text
Waterville, ME

Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
38 1 Fall 2015 5 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 6 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 6 article
38 1 Fall 2015 7 article
38 1 Fall 2015 6/18/2007 7 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 8 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 8 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 9 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 9 Article
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 9 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 10 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Lille, ME 11 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 11 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Lille, ME 12 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Lille, ME 13 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 14 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 15 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 16 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 17 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 19 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 Mont-Carmel, P.E.J. 19 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 19 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 20 Excerpt
38 1 Fall 2015 21 Article
38 1 Fall 2015 21 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 The New England Quartely vol. 88, no. 3 pp 1-34 22 Article
38 1 Fall 2015 1988 23 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 2005 Delalsalle alors matre de Blowville 1988 23 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 23 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 24 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 24 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 24 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 24 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 25 Presentation
38 3 Summer 2016 2016 University of Maine 2016 3 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 2016 University of Maine 2016 3 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 2016 University of Maine 2016 3 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 2016 Madawaska, ME 2016 4 Letter
38 3 Summer 2016 5 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 1846 5 Photograph
38 1 Fall 2015 28 Book synopsis
38 1 Fall 2015 28 Photograph
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Students at the Udorn Trade School English Photography Udorn Trade School
My principal, Pricha at the Udorn Trade school English Photography Udorn Trade School
Acadians Becoming Americans Guy DubaySolomon Cyr Englsih Biography History: General New Castle, ME Houlton Academy Augusta, ME
How a high fat ketogenic diet saved my life Jeff Cyr Jeff Cyr English Autobiography Science and Medicine Brunswick, Me
Jeff Cyr Englsih Photography
I weighed 330 pounds and pretty much was confined to a lazy boy recliner 24-7 Jeff Cyr English Photography
I am 55 years old but I can honestly say I feel like I was 30 years old Jeff Cyr English Photography
Today after almost 3 years on the ketogenic diet... Jeff Cyr English Photography
Musee Culturel du Mont-Carmel History Don Cyr Don Cyr English Autobiography History: Local Religion Saint John Valley Portland, ME Van Buren
David Le Gallant English Photography Religion
Don Cyr David Le GallantDon Cyr English Photography
Main Altar being restored Joseph Don Cyr English Photography Religion
David Le Gallant English Photography Religion
Joseph Don Cyr English Photography Religion
Jospeh Don Cyr English Photography Religion
David Le Gallant English Photography Religion
David Le Gallant English Photography Religion
David Le Gallant English Photography Religion
David Le Gallant English Photography Religion
English Photography Religion
David Le Gallant English Photography Religion
Genealogical records in the collefction of the late Adrien Lanthier Ringuette of IndiannaNick McCrea English Photography Genalogy Indianna Franco-American Centre at the University Of Maine
Feast Days Martha Cyr Genest English Autobiography History: Local La Visite Du Cure- event
La Societe internationale Veritas Acadie fait des siennes aux Etats-UnisGuy Dubay French nonfiction newspaper & Magazine Van Buren, ME
Moment Supreme du Devoilement de la revue Guy Dubay French Photography
Early Franco-Americna Credit Unions Mark Paul RIchardFranco- American Credit UnionsEnglish nonfiction History: Local St. Mary's Bank St. Jean's Credit Union St. Anne Credit Union
Un Dernir Hommage A Rene De Lasalle Un Homme D'Excception Rene Delsalle French Photography History: Local Normandy
recontre avec des amis du Quebec Leo Lapage French Photography Quebec
Soulignons aussi son apport significatif dans la creation Jean Heroux French Photography Place Jean Heroux
Interiwue de Centre francais du Haut- Saint Jean Roger Paradia, Pierre Benoit, Rita Richard, Mme MikessellFrench Photography Centre francais
Presentation d'une couverture commermorative French Photography
M. Guy Dubay lors de sa presentation tout pres Guy Dubay French Photography Virinve du Souvenir Centre francais
Carte du Grand Madawaska historique provenant du Calendrier French Photography
Regard en arriere Camille LessardC mille Lessard French Autobiography Nonfiction Mon Village
Lettres/Letters Joe Arsenault English Nonfiction University of Maine Other Campuses within the University of Maine SystemCanada
Lettres/Letters Guy DubayFr. Henri Dionne, who ran a secret, anti-Catholic club called the "Know Nothings" English Nonfiction Historical: Religion Immigration Madawaska, ME St. John Valley, ME Ste. Luce First Church, Frenchville, ME
Lettres/Letters Claire QuintalComplementing and requesting resubscription for Le ForumEnglish Nonfiction Worchester, MA
Francois Le Bardeau Guy DubayFrancois Michaud, aka Francois Le BardeauEnglish and FrenchNonfiction Journal and Letters History: Labor and SocialKamouraska, St-Pascal,and St. Luce, QuebecM dawaska, Frenchville, and Van Buren, MESt. Leo ard, New Brunswick
Albert and Cecile (Thibodeau) Berube Nonfiction Historical
Frank Michaud's Ledger Nonfiction Historical
Books/ Livres Martha L. JacquotAu gre du vent... French Nonfiction biography Canada
les editions La Grande, Octobre 2015 Au gre du vent... French Photography
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Madawaska, ME
Houlton
Franco-American Centre at the University Of Maine
Holyoke Credit Union dates from the 1900's
Joe Arsenault, Research Associate at the UMaine FAP expresses concerns and offers criticisms of marginalizing and more of the FAP; joe.arsenault@umit.maine.edu
Ste. Luce First Church, Frenchville, ME The "Know Nothings" were a secret club analogous to the KKK run by Fr. Henry Dionne in the 1800's
Claire Quintal complements Le Forum on a job well done in fighting the good fight
St. Leonard, New Brunswick A letter to Lisa about her great-great-great grandfather who was a shingle maker and farmer
A ledger of goods
Joe Arsenault, Research Associate at the UMaine FAP expresses concerns and offers criticisms of marginalizing and more of the FAP; joe.arsenault@umit.maine.edu
Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
38 1 Fall 2015 St. Bruno Parish October 1838- October 1900 29 Book synopsis
38 1 Fall 2015 30 Book synopsis
38 1 Fall 2015 30 Book synopsis
38 1 Fall 2015 31 Song
38 1 Fall 2015 32 Book synopsis
38 1 Fall 2015 32 announcement
38 1 Fall 2015 32 Article
38 1 Fall 2015 33 Announcement
38 1 Fall 2015 33 Article
38 1 Fall 2015 34 Article
38 1 Fall 2015 35 Article
38 1 Fall 2015 36 Announcement
38 1 Fall 2015 37 Letters
38 1 Fall 2015 38 Book synopsis
38 1 Fall 2015 39 Recipe
38 1 Fall 2015 39 Recipe
38 1 Fall 2015 40 Kids Coloring Page
38 1 Fall 2015 42 Genealogy family tree charts
37 4 Summer 2015 1984 1 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 3 obituary
37 4 Summer 2015 3 Obituary
37 4 Summer 2015 2013 "Echoes" No. 92 pages 19-21 2003 4 Excerpt
37 4 Summer 2015 4 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 5 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 5 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 5 Article
37 4 Summer 2015 Van Buren, Maine History 6 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 1943 7 Article
37 4 Summer 2015 8 Article
37 4 Summer 2015 9 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 10 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 13 Announcement
37 4 Summer 2015 13 Announcement
37 4 Summer 2015 13 Announcement
37 4 Summer 2015 14 Excerpt
37 4 Summer 2015 14 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 15 Article
37 4 Summer 2015 15 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 October 9th, 1987 17 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 19 Review
37 4 Summer 2015 November 30th, 1994 20 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 20 Comics
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Marriage, Baptismal and Death Records Gary R. Levesque English Genaology History: Local Van Buren, ME
Road Kill Paul Pare English Fiction Biography of author University of Maine Lewiston, ME South Florida
The Fallen Divina: Maria Callas Norman R. BeaupreMaria Callas English Nonfiction Biography History: Local Boston New York City Paris
An old French Christmas Carol Kent Beauline French Music French in North America Chicago French Canada
Lafayette: His Extrordinary Life and Legacy Donald MillerLafayette English Nonfiction Biography Histroy: General
Nos Histoires de I'lle English Nonfiction Genaology History: Local Old Town, ME
Phantoms of the French Fur Trade Twenty Men Who Worked in the Trade Between 1618 and 1758Timothy J. Kent English Nonfiction History: Local France
17th Annual April in Paris French Film Festival Set for 2016 Albert J. MarceauRene Clair, Eric Rohmer English Nonfiction Trinity College Hartford, CT Cinestudio
Daniel Boucher Wins Cultural Heritage Award Albert J. MarceauDaniel Boucher English Nonfiction Newspaper & Magazine French in North AmericaBristol
LeGrow Re-elected as President of FCGSC Albert J. MarceauMaryanne LeGrow English Nonfiction Biography Genaology Tolland, CT
Waterbury L' exile Alice GelinasEmile Venait French Nonfiction Biography Watertown, MA
Independence Without Fear Blind/ Deaf individuals English Nonfiction
Lettres/Letters Guy DubayThomas E. Perley English Nonfiction Newspaper & Magazine Fort Kent
French Canadian Cookbook Available for Holidays American-French Genealogical Society English Cuisine Newspaper & Magazine Woonsocket, RI
Classic French Canadian Tourtiere English Cuisine French in North America
Pumpkin Gingerbread Trifle English Cuisine
Coin Desjuenes French Children's Literature
Franco-American Families of Maine Bob ChenardThe Fecteau Family English Genaology History: Local Waterville, ME Biddeford, ME
Peter Archambault, circa. 1984 Peter Archambault and Harry A.M. Rush Jr.English Photography
Ce numero de Le Forum est dedie a la memorie de Peter George Archambault et Harry A.M. Rush Jr. Peter Archambault English Nonfiction Biography History: Local New Brunswick Madawaska, ME
Harry A.M. Rush Jr. Harry A.M. Rush Jr. English Nonfiction Biography History: Local East Millinocket Worcester, MA
From Maine to Thailand the making of a Peace Corps Volunteer Roger ParentRoger Parent English Nonfiction Autobiography Bangkok, Thailand
A shy Roger Parent at about eight years old Roger Parent English Photography
Famous Thai architecture style on a Catholic Church Roger Parent English Photography Religion Thailand
Roger Parent and a few other Peace Corps Volunteers sorrounded by children in Hong Kong/KowloonRoger Parent English Photography Hong Kong Kowloon
The history of the Catholic Church of the Saint John Valley Guy Dubay English Nonfiction Religion History: Local Saint John Valley, MEFort Kent New Brunswick
St. Bruno Photo taken from Van Buren, Maine History Martine A. Pelletier and Monica Dionne FerrettiEnglish Photography Religion Van Buren, ME
A glimpse into the past... Treffle LessardTreffle Lessard English Nonfiction History: Local Autobiography Waterville, ME St. Francis de Sales
Compere Bouki pi Compere Lapin. A Franco- African Folktale. Kent BeaulneAclee Fortier English Nonfiction Literary Criticism & HistoryFolklore Tulane University Missouri
Joseph Medard Carriere with his miners at Old Mines Joseph Medard English Photography Folklore Old Mines
Kent Beaulne dit Bone et Brad Cormier Kent Beaulne and Brade CormierFrench Photography Montreal
2015 Summer Exhibit The French Frigate & the British Fort L'Hermonie andd Lafayette English Nonfiction History: Local Castine, ME
Tuesday, July 14, 2015 Parade of ships English Nonfiction History: Local Castine Waterfront
Wendnesday, July 15, 2015 Public Tours of the Hermione English Nonfiction History: Local Castine Waterfront
Memere Cyr Martha Cyr GenestMarguerite Cyr English Biography Nonfiction Cyr Planatation
Marguerite Cyr near her home Marguerite Cyr English Photography
Waterbury L'exile Alice GelinasAlice Gelinas French Nonfiction Biography Waterbury, CT
Slim Coxx el ses musiciens Slim Coxx French Photography
Lorie, Nicole, Lynn, Paul et Michelle French Photography
The 15th Annual April in Paris at Cinestudio, Hartford Albert J. MarceauFrench Film festival English Nonfiction Hartford, CT Trinity College
Jim Bishop, Yvone Labbe & Peter Archambault English Photography
Some of Peter's many works of art. Some of which appeared in Le ForumPeter Archambaultbeau & Belle frog characters English Newspaper & MagazineF ction
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
IWF@theiris.org
www.afgs.org
Friday, June 12, 2015 Set to happen on Fridat
More drawings can be found at www.francoamericanarchives.org
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37 4 Summer 2015 March 30th, 2014 24 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 April 5th, 2014 25 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 27 Article
37 4 Summer 2015 27 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 28 Book synopsis
37 4 Summer 2015 28 Book synopsis
37 4 Summer 2015 29 Book synopsis
37 4 Summer 2015 29 Book synopsis
37 4 Summer 2015 October 1838-October 1900 29 Announcement
37 4 Summer 2015 30 Article
37 4 Summer 2015 Saturday, February 8th, 2014 30 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 30 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 30 Photograph
37 4 Summer 2015 30 Poetry
37 4 Summer 2015 31 Poetry
37 4 Summer 2015 2015 31 Poetry
37 4 Summer 2015 31 Poetry
37 4 Summer 2015 32 Poetry
37 4 Summer 2015 33 Coloring pages
37 4 Summer 2015 35 Advertisement
37 4 Summer 2015 36 Letters
37 4 Summer 2015 38 Family tree
37 4 Summer 2015 39 Announcement
37 4 Summer 2015 39 Obituary
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 August 14, 2014 4 Conference Procedings
38 3 Summer 2016 5 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 3 Poetry
37 3 Spring 2015 3 Obituary
37 3 Spring 2015 3 Excerpt
37 3 Spring 2015 4 Letters
37 3 Spring 2015 5 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 La Societe Historique du Madawaska 8 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 9 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 9 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 10 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 10 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 10 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 11 Announcement
37 3 Spring 2015 12 List of residents
37 3 Spring 2015 13 Memoir
37 3 Spring 2015 1800's 13 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 13 Photograph
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Patrick Miller speaks with his colleage, Ira Braus, after his performance on pianoPatrick Miller and Ira Braus English Photography Hartt School of Music, University of HartfordApr l in Paris Film Festival
Martin Villeneuve, the director and writer talks of the film Mars et Avril Martin Villenueve English Photography Cinestudio April in Paris Film Festival
Celebrating The French Canadian Experience Denise R. Larson English Nonfiction French In North America University of Maine Franco-American Women's Centre
The Adrien Lanthier Ringuette Library English Photography
Voyages et Recontres en Franco- Amerique Dean Louder French Biography History: General
Franco- Amerique Dean Louder and Eric Waddell French Biography History: General Quebec
The Franco- Americans of Lewiston- Auburn Mary Rice-DeFosse and James Myall English Nonfiction History: Local Lewiston, ME Auburn, ME
Franco- Americans of Maine Dyke Hendrickson English Nonfiction History: Local Biography Auburn, ME Augusta, ME Biddeford, ME
Marriage, Baptismal and Death Records Gary R. Levesque English Nonfiction Genealogy History: Local Van Buren, ME St. Bruno Parish
Fr. Santerre and His Two Translators Gave Their Signatures at a Book-signing in St. Joseph's Shrine Museum, Lowell, MassAlbert J. MarceauRichard Santerre English Nonfiction Biography Religion Lowell, MA St. Joseph's Shrine Museum
Richard Santerre smiles at the photographer during a lull at the book-signing event for his book on St. jean Baptiste Parish in LowellAlbert J. MarceauRichard Santerre English Photography Religion Lowell, MA St. Jean Baptiste Parish
Dr. Claire Quintal singing my copy of Fr. Santerre's book Albert J. MarceauDr. Claire Quintal English Photography
Lucien Sawyer O.M.J. about to sign my copy of Fr. Santerre's book Albert J. MarceauLucien Sawyer English Photography
La guerre Don Levesque French Poetry
Un Reve Stephen Paul French Poetrty
Echos Maureen Perry French Poetry
AVE MARIA Lucie Therrien French translation to EnlgishPoetry
Treadmill Donna A. Hebert English Poetry Genealogy
Coin de jeunes French Children's Literature
French Stories and Songs Tante Louise English Children's Literature University of Maine
Lettres/ Letters English Nonfiction Madawaksa, ME Frenchville, Me St. Agatha
Franco- American Families of Maine Bob ChenardFecteau family English Nonfiction Genealogy Biography Quebec City Beaumont St. Pierre
Les Families Gagnon Et Belzile Giles Gagnon English Nonfiction Genealogy Quebec City New France
Lucienne Elise Cloutier Lucienne Elise Cloutier English Nonfiction Biography Old Town, ME Webster Island Quebec
Reflections on the Acadian Deportation Roger ParadisThe deportation and attempted genocide of Acadian people from Canada to the U.S. in the 1700'sEnglish and FrenchNo ficti n Demography Immigration French in North AmericaMadawaska, Me; New England; Louisiana (USA)Aca ia
First American Pastors of the St. John Valley Guy DubayFr. Antoine Gosslin, other clergy members, politicians, and Native Americans from Maine and CanadaEnglish Nonfictio Government and Politics Religion Madawaska, Tobique, New Brunswick; Pasbequiac, Kamouraska, and Montreal Quebec; Jersey Island; Woodstock; Charlottetown,PEIBoston, Maine St. John River regio
Spring Awakening Yvonne Merau-Ross English Poetry
This issue of Le Forum is dedicated in loving memory of Yvonne Merau-Ross Yvonne Merau-Ross English Nonfiction Biography History: Local Paris, France Liberty, NY Middletown, NY
The Prisoner Yvonne Merau-Ross English Fiction History: General
Lettres/ Letters Guy Dubay English Nonfiction Letters Paris
Madawaska Bus Service International Tokens JC LevesqueMadawaska bus service French/English Nonfiction History: Local Madawaksa, ME New Brunswick St. John River
Madawaska Bus Service International Tokens English Photography
Biddeford Bead Lab Joan Vermette English Nonfiction Art & Architecture Biddeford, ME
Geometric ndeble stitched fabric in brushed gray beads with brushed silver trim, draped and embellished withtwo titwo tiny raw sapphiresJoan Vermette English Photography Art & Architecture
Filles du Roy Connections Richard GayRichard Vanasse English Biography History: General University of Maine University Laval, Quebec City of Rouen, France
Capt. Richard Vanasse English Photography
Christina Roberge English Photography
The Hermione, The ship that reunited Layfayette & Washington and sealed our freedom, sails again for AmericaLayfayette & Washington English Nonfiction History: Local Castine, ME
Madawaskayens et La Bourse Langevin Roger Paradis English Nonfiction Biography History: Local Le College de Saininte-Anne-de-LaPocatiereMadawaska, ME St. Basile
Martha's Memories Martha Cyr GenestChristophe Cyr English Nonfiction Biography Cyr Planatation St. John River
Chistrophe Cyr mid 1800's Christophe Cyr English Photography
Euseve Michaud & Elizabeth Ann Farrell House English Photography
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Silent film La Chute de la, maison Usher
Brunswick, ME
www.LucieT.com
Quebec
St. Charles
7th largest gathering of families
1909-2015
Nova Scotia, Saint-Jean (Prince Edward Is.), flueve St.-Jean area, Canada the author speaks at the Congrès Mondial Acadien (the Acadian World Congress festival)
St. John River region F. Antoine Gosslin and other clergy had a political relationship with the Whigs (British Gov't of N.B.) and Native Americans
Freedom Fighters
BiddefordBeadLab.etsy.com
Belgium
Tuesday July 14th, 2015
Stillwater, ME

Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
37 3 Spring 2015 2013 "Echoes" ,No. 92 pages 19-21 2004 14 Excerpt
37 3 Spring 2015 (early 1960's) 14 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 6 Drawing
38 3 Summer 2016 2011 "Echoes" No.96 pages 36-38 2004 7 Excerpt
38 3 Summer 2016 China January 1962 7 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 1962 8 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 2016 9 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 10 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 2016 Lewiston Evening Journal October 20, 1930 10 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 1951 11 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 2016 12 article
39 2 Summer 2017 12 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 Hartford, CT June 24, 2014 21 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017 28 Photograph
39 2 Summer 2017  28 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 15 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 University of Michigan 1961-1962 15 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 16 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 16 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 17 Announcement
37 3 Spring 2015 18 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 1912 18 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 18 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 18 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 1930 18 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 19 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 21 Announcement
37 3 Spring 2015 STSHS Fri. Nov. 6, 1981 21 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 22 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 Wed. May. 18. 1983 22 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 22 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 October, 2005 23 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 23 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 24/09/1943 26 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 04/09/1944 26 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 Winter 1944-1945 26 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 26 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 1945-1946 27 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 27 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 27 Articlw
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 13 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 17 Article
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
From Maine to Thailand the making of a Peace Corps Volunteer Roger ParentRolande Ouellette Parent Englsih Nonfiction Biography Ann Arbor University of Michigan Thailand
Rolande Ouellette Parent the girlfreind I left for the peace corps training and married upon my returen to Lille, Maine in 1963Rolande Ouell te Parent English Photography Ann Arbor
Fr. Antoine Gosslin
From Maine to Thailand; The Making of a Peace Corps Volunteer; "China says Peace Corps Volunteers are Spies" and "A U.S. Marine Propositions Thai Doctor’s Wife"Roger ParentPeace Corp v  Roger Parent; an unnamed U.S. Marine who insulted a Thai doctor's wifeEnglish Nonfiction Biography China Bangkok, Udorn, Khao Lak, Thailand; IndiaLille, ME
First Group of Thailand Volunteers Near Hong Kong in January 1962 (Roger on right) with Mainland China in the BackgroundPeace Corp vo u teers in ChinaEnglish Photography Thailand Hong Kong Mainland China
When U.S. Marines Arrived in Udorn in 1962 Their Tanks Attracted the Attention of Children and Adults AlikeMarines in Thailand English Photography Udorn, Thailand
1663 Charlevoix Earthquake Mark Legassiethe author's ancestor, Andre Mignier and others are affected by an earthquake with a long period of aftershocks in CanadaEnglish Nonfiction Science History: Local Charlevoix, Quebec City. La Malbaie, Montreal; QuebecNew France, Acadia, New EnglandSt. Laurent and St. Maurice Rivers, St. Paul Bay, Pointe-aux-Alouettes
Ending the Damaging Myth of “Bad French” in New England James MyallFrench Ambassador Paul Claudel, school teacher nuns, local teachers and volunteers for French-speaking education programsEngli h No fiction Language & Linguistics Education Lewiston, Augu ta, Auburn, Topsham; MEPa is, France Quebec, Africa
Ambassador Claudel (second from left, with glasses), Accompanied by Local Dignitaries Nonfiction
Hank Brodeur, Left, Tending Goal During a Match at the 1951 World Hockey Championships in Paris English Nonfiction Sports Language & LinguisticsPari Maine
Louis Riel: A Franco-American? David VermetteFr. Louis Riel English Nonfiction Sociology Ethnic Studies Wochester and Lawrence, MA; Helena, MT; Woonsocket, RI; Manchester, Nashua, and Suncook, NH; St. Joseph, Dakota Territory; Rochester, Plattsburgh, Glen Falls, and Keesville, NY; Washington, D.C.Montreal, Qu bec, CanadaEngland
Jeremy Brinkley with his father Stuart Stuart Brinkley's loss of his son to heroine Photography Biography Science and MedicinePsychology
Helene Labrecque is interviewed by Fox News (WTICTV Ch 61) in Hartford, Conn., for the first French-CanadianAmerican Day, June 24, 2014.ph tograph taken by Albert J. Marceau Nonfiction History:  Labor and Social Hartford, CT
Josée Vachon announcement Josée Vachon, Singer and Guitarist Art UMO Franco-American Centre, Crossland Hall
Susan Poulin announcement Susan Poulin, Writer and Performer Literary Work UMO Franco-American Centre, Crossland Hall
The dorm where I stayed for Peace Corps trainging at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor English Ann Arbor, Michigan
The first group of Peace Corps trainees to go to Thailand during training at the University of Michigan English Photography University of MichiganThailand
Francois Xavier "Croc" Cyr English Photography
Martha Hester (Cyr) Genest English Photography
Call for creative works- FAWI's 20th Anniversary Franco American Women's InstituteEnglish Nonfcition French in North America Brewer, ME
Mirror Into The Past Tourtillotte Family English Biography Genealogy Nonfiction Passadumkeag, ME
Reuben Tourtillotte Farm English Photography Reuben Tourtillotte Farm
Warren "Snap" Tourtillotte English Photography
Beulah and Charles Tourtillotte parents of C. Roger Tourtillotte English Photography
Lovina (Tourtillotte) and Harry Walker English Photography
You know how women are W.F. Parent English Fiction Quebec
Reunion of all former students of STS to be held on May 15th Albert J. MarceauSTSHS class of 1983 English Nonfcition Newspaper & Magazine St. Thomas Seminary Bloomfield, CT STSHS
Waiting for Chemistry Class Mike PeraltaSTSHS class of 1983 English Photography History: Local Nonfiction STSHS
The last Priest to hold the office of Prinical of STSHS Albert J. MarceauCharles B. Johnson English Photography History: Local STSHS
George Finley, the last principal of STSHS, at bat, during an impromptu baseball gameKevin McGuinessGeorge Finley English Photography History: Local STSHS
The two most admired studenys at STSHS by both the faculty and students in the early 1980sAlbert J. MarceauJohn Bonelli and Dennis VincenzoEnglish Photography History: Local STSHS St. Augustine Church, Hartford, CT
L'aunte Rene Delasalle et Marie Louise, son epouse French Photography History: Local Blonville, France
Hommage a Rene Delasalle et Maria Louise Rene Delasalle French Biography Nonfiction Quebec
Corvee de battage French Photography
Ma mere et sa basse-cour, La Monnerie French Photography
Le traineau tire par Marius French Photography
Pendant la guerre, depart a la messe French Photography
Mon pere, Alfred et ma  soeur French Photography
Pendant le Guerre, Rene et son velo French Photography
Waterbury L'exile Alice Gelinas French Biography Nonfiction Waterbury, CT
Saint Kerouac James LaForestAuthors:  James LaForest and Jack KerouacEnglish Nonfiction, BiographyFiction, Anthology French in North AmericaD troit, Ann Arbor, Amish Country, Cheboygan, Presque Island, Salt St. Marie, MI; NYC, NY; Lowell, MA; Chicago, IL; New Brunswick, Quebec; Canada
Politique Sacerdotale (Priestly Politics) Guy DubayFormer Catholic Governor of Maine and Senator Edward KavenaughFrench Nonfiction Government and Politics French in North AmericaFo t Fairfield, Bangor, Augusta, Readfield, Fort Kent, Frenchville, Madawaska, Belfast, Hallowell/Hancock/Madawaska Plantations; MaineBoston, Pennsylvania Canada; Isleworth, England
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
South Bend, IN 10th excerpt about the author trying to convince the Thai people he is not a spy but he is there to help; A marine insults a doctor's wife because of a failure to teach cultural awareness
St. Laurent and St. Maurice Rivers, St. Paul Bay, Pointe-aux-Alouettes A series of earthquakes hit Canada in the 1600's
Ambassador Claudel comments on American French dialect when visiting Maine
User photo from www.internationalhockey.net
The Praire West of the U.S. November 1885 Fr. Louis Riel's execution Fr. Louis Riel became a US citizen, advocated for the Metis Cause and was charged with treason; author's blog http://frenchnorthamerica.blogspot.com
April, 2012 marks the loss of son to Stuart Brinkley and nephew to Tony Brinkley, SrFA at UMO's Franco-American Centre and beginning of Stuart's sharing with parents and school groups about heroine
June 24, 2014 June 24, 2014 marks the first French-CanadianAmerican Day celebrated in Hartford, CTHelene Labrecque's T.V. int rview at CT.'s first French-CanadianAmerican Day Celebration
August 13, 2017 date of performance
September 18, 2018date of book reading actress, author and storyteller Susan Poulin will read from her book, “The Sweet Life"
Oct. 7, 1961- Jan. 18, 1962Peace Corp Training
May 30th, 2015 Deadline for submission www.fawi.net
1835-1985
1912
1969
Fri. May 15, 2015Date of reunion
1983 and 1984 classes the students are in
Sun. Jan 13, 1991When Dennis said his first mass in his home parish
Europe summer, 1994 future author first discovers author Jack Kerouac at libraryhow one author came to admire another
Canada; Isleworth, England March, 1831 Madawaska Territory Incorporated by the State of MaineKavanaugh worked on borders issues between Canada and North America and the Americanization of French and Acadians
10th excerpt about the author trying to convince the Thai people he is not a spy but he is there to help; A marine insults a doctor's wife because of a failure to teach cultural awareness
Fr. Louis Riel became a US citizen, advocated for the Metis Cause and was charged with treason; author's blog http://frenchnorthamerica.blogspot.com
marks the loss of son to Stuart Brinkley and nephew to Tony Brinkley, SrFA at UMO's Franco-American Centre and beginning of Stuart's sharing with parents and school groups about heroine
Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 18 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 20 Memoir
38 3 Summer 2016 23 Announcement
38 3 Summer 2016 24 Announcement
38 3 Summer 2016 26 illustration
38 3 Summer 2016 27 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 30 Article
38 3 Summer 2016 Assumption College, Worchester, MA 16 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 23 Announcement
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 23 Announcement
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 23 Announcement
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 23 Announcement
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 23 Announcement
38 3 Summer 2016 Summer 2016 26 Excerpt
38 3 Summer 2016 28 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 29 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 September 1970 29 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 "The Weekly" Thursday, February 12, 2015 30 Book synopsis
37 3 Spring 2015 30 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 The Franco-American Blog 31 Book synopsis
37 3 Spring 2015 31 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 31 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 31 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 32 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 32 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 32 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 33 Book synopsis
37 3 Spring 2015 33 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 34 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 35 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 36 Article
37 3 Spring 2015 36 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 Hudson's Bay Company Archives 37 Photograph
37 3 Spring 2015 Lincoln School, Grand Isle ME 38 Poetry
37 3 Spring 2015 38 Poetry
37 3 Spring 2015 39 Poetry
37 3 Spring 2015 40 Children games
37 3 Spring 2015 41 Advertisement
37 3 Spring 2015 42 Family tree
37 3 Spring 2015 1790 43 Advertisement
37 3 Spring 2015 45 Poetry
37 3 Spring 2015 46 Announcement
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Fr. Gosselin vs. Fr. Dionne Guy DubayThe author's hypotheses of the politics of Fr. Henry Dionne and Fr. Antoinne GosselinEng sh Nonfictio /HistoriographyGovernment and Politics Religion Quebec and New Brunswick, CanadaWoodstock, Fort Kent, Allagash, Belfast, Bangor, Readfield, Houlton; Maine
Amusement of Years Ago Martha Cyr GenestMartha Cyr Genest and the people in her childhoodEnglish and FrenchN nfiction Historical: Local Salem, MA Siegas and Ste. Anne, New Brunswick
Franco-American Events in Connecticut Albert Marceau English
STS Alumni Reunion 2016 Cancelled; Plans for Fall Event, Reunion 2017Albert Marceau English
Acadian Crops Pierre Thibodeau's mill at Pré-Ronde, Canada French in North America
Sponsored Talk on the Sentinelle Affair Albert MarceauAlbert Marceau's evaluation of Dr. Georges-André Lussier's talk on the Sentinelle Affair (Mgr. Hickey vs. Elphage Daignault on fundraising and taxes for Catholic Schools)English, Fr nch, and LatinHistoriography History: Religion Education Salisbury, Lowell, Lynn, Boston; MAProvide ce and Woonsocket, RIBaltim re, MD
Regard en arrière Par Camille Lessard Publié dans La Survivance de 1946 à 1947Joshua BarrièreCamille Lessard French Literary Works excerpt French in North AmericaQuebec
Major Edmond Mallet Nonfiction
Josée Vachon, Daniel Boucher, and Patrick Ross at CHS, Thurs. June 16Albert J. MarceauFranco-American Musicians Josée Vachon(voice/guitar), Daniel Boucher(fiddle/guitar) and Patrick Ross(fiddle)English Nonf ction Art Hartford, CT
Quebec Flag Raising Ceremony at the Connecticut State Capitol, Fri. June 24Albert J. MarceauQu bec Provincial Flag RaisingEnglish Nonfiction French in North America State Capital and Legislative Office Building, Hartford, CT
Boucher’s Second Annual Fête de St-Jean-Baptiste, Sat. June 25 Albert J. MarceauDaniel and Michelle Boucher hosting a "Fête de St. Jean Baptist" following a Flag Ceremony; entertainment:Norman Flash and the StarfiresEnglish and FrenchNonfiction French in North America History: Religion Stone Bridge Tavern, B istol, CT
FCGSC Will Hold Introductory Classes on Genealogy Albert J. MarceauFrench-Canadian Genealogical SocietyEnglish Nonfiction Geneology French in North AmericaImmigration Tolland, CT Canada
FCGSC Will Celebrate Its 35th Anniversary in 2016 Albert J. MarceauFrench-Canadian Genealogical Society; fiddler Daniel Boucher and his band Ses Bon AmisEnglish No fiction Geneology French in North AmericaManeely's Banquet Lodge and Ballroom, South Windsor, CT
Acadian Crops George Findlen, CG, CGLAuthor eorge Findlen's Acadian AncestorsE glish Nonfiction French in North America History: Local Port-Royal, Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Pre-Rondé; CanadaHamlin Plantation, Aroostook County, Louisbourg; MaineBoston, New Engl d, Acadia
Elphage Daignault Newspaper History:  Religion Education
A Sheet of Decals of St. Thomas Seminary from 1979 donated by Fr. Kevin Donovandecal sheet  display at the Archbishop Henri J. O'Brien Memorial Library Bloomfield, CT
"PAR CHEZ-NOUS" Alice Gelinas-DumasCanadi ns French Nonfiction Waterbury, CT
Bangor man pens memoir of WWII Ardeana HamlinAlfred L. Cormier English Literary works History: Local Book- Marc's Bangor, ME
My mother and father Laura and Leo Cormier English Photography History: Local
Acadian history books describe decades le grand derangement Juliana L'HeureuxRoger Paradis English Article History: Local Madawaska, ME Saint-David Church Madawaksa, Me
Historian Roger Paradis documents the arrival of Acadian refugees of le gran derangement in MadawaskaRo er Paradis English Photography History: Local Madawaska, ME
Engraved Plaque at the base of the Acadian cross in Madawaska, Maine English Photography History: Local Madawaska, ME
Roger and buddy at home in 2012 Roger Paradis English Photography
Both histories share the themes of upheaval and displacement English Photography History: Local
Histoire des acadiennes et acadiens de la Louisane by Zachary Richard French Photography History: Local
Congratulations: Cathie Pelletier Cathie Pelletier English Nonfiction Pennsylvania
Exercise like the animals from A To Z second edition Jerry Turcotte, Max Turcotte, Taryn Lorraine, Angel TibbettsEnglish Nonfiction
About Jerry Turcotte English Photography
Somewhere in France Juliana L'HeureuxThe Great European war English Nonfiction History: General Chateau- Thierry France
"Somewhere in France" was published in the Goose River Press anthology 2014 English Photography History: Local
The musings of Marie-Anne Virginia Chase SandersonMarie-Anne Lagimodiere English Nonfiction History: General Maskinonge, Quebec
Marie-Anne Lagimodiere and her voyaguer husband Jean-Baptsite meet with firset nations in eastern CanadaMarie-A ne Lagimodiere English Photography History: General Canada
Jean-Baptist burests into Lord selkirk's Montreal home during a ball, after a five month trek by foot and snowshoe to advise him of an attack by british soldiersEnglish Photogr phy Hi tory: General Montreal
I will not speak French in School Don Levesque French and EnglishPoetry
On commence a coudre les trous for MB Danielle Beupre French and EnglishPoetry
French Heritage day in Vergennes Margaret S. Langford English Poetry Quebec
Coin de jeunes French and EnglishChildren's literature
French Stories and Songs Tante Louise English Children's literature Bangor, ME Portland, ME
Franco-American Families of Maine Bob Chenard English Genealogy Nonfiction Augusta
Aroostook COunty Genealogical Society Brenda J. Bourgoine, Ann M. Cushman, Dennis J. Prue, Allen J. VoisineFamilies of the Upper Saint John ValleyE gli h Geneal gy Nonfiction Quebec Aroostook County
La Bureau/ The Desk Maureen PerryArthur Callette French and EnglishPoetry
The Boucher's First Annual Fete de St-Jean-Baptiste Governor Dannel P. Malloy French and EnglishAnnouncement Bristol, CT
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Woodstock, Fort Kent, Allagash, Belfast, Bangor, Readfield, Houlton; Maine 1838-1852 and 1843-1860Fr. Gosselin and Fr. Dionne's time running Maine/Canada parishes Fr. Gosslin s emed in favor the British rule while Fr. Dionne seemed to favor the American Influences 
Memories of Ms. Genest's childhood and working class surroundings
Montreal, Canada; the Vatican April 8, 1928 Elphege Daignault was excommunicated from the Catholic ChurchDVD availabl  contact Gloria Polites at the Lowell Telecommunications Corp (gpolites@ltc.org)
1946-1947 excerpt published John Barrière researches Franco-American writers such as 20th Century author Camille Lessard
Major Edmond Mallet, Civil War Hero and Franco-American Historian, tried to intervene with the government to help Louis Riel
June 16, 2016 (rain date June 17)date of performance (raindate) Venue: Outdoor grounds of Connecticut Historical Society; contact Lynne_Williamson@chs.org
Friday, June 24, 2016date of event breakfast following ceremony and flag raising
Saturday, June 25, 2016date of event 2nd annual event, contact Michelle Boucher (860-614-9970  jamericanfrances@yahoo.com
June 21 and 23, July 26 and 28, August 16 and 18, 2016dates of classes geneological classes offered; library (860-872-2597) or Pres. LeGrow mlegrow@fcgsc.org
November 11, 2016date of event dinner, live music, dancing; Maryanne LeGrow (mlegrow@fcgsc.org)
France, Pyrenees 1600's and 1700'sthe farm life of ancestors Agricultural life of Acadians
May 15, 2015 date of last STS Alumni Reunion
Book about WWII
1914-18 year of the Great European war Sept. 21, 1918 day kin was notified about soldiers death
1806 First white woman enters into the pays d'En Haut
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37 3 Spring 2015 47 Announcement
37 2 Fall 2014 1 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 1 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 1 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 3 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 3 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 3 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 3 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 3 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 30 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 30 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 31 Essay
38 3 Summer 2016 31 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 31 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 31 Drawing
38 3 Summer 2016 32 Essay
38 3 Summer 2016 32 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 34 Book synopsis
38 3 Summer 2016 34 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 34 Book synopsis
38 3 Summer 2016 35 Recipe
38 3 Summer 2016 34 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 34 Emblem Image
38 3 Summer 2016 35 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 35 Recipe
38 3 Summer 2016 35 Drawing
38 3 Summer 2016 35 Recipe
38 3 Summer 2016 36 Letter
37 2 Fall 2014 4 Letters
37 2 Fall 2014 5 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 5 Announcement
37 2 Fall 2014 5 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 6 Announcement
37 2 Fall 2014 6 Announcement
37 2 Fall 2014 Van Buren Maine History 7 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 8 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 Van Buren Maine History 8 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 10 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 12 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 12 Excerpt
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Annual Spring Gathering, 2015 Franco American writers and creatorsEnglish Announcement Walpole, ME
Celeste & Scott Ringuette travel from Indiana to Donate the Late Adrien Lanthier Ringuette's Genalogical LibraryAdrien Lanthier Rin uette English Photography Genealogy Indiana
Volunteers sleeving the binders Lin LaRocque, Louella Rolfe, Emma Phillips, Martha Whitehousenglish Photography
Walter Knox putting shwlving up for the collection with Richard Phillips looking onWalter Knox, Richard Phillips English Photography
How the Adrien Lanthier Ringuette collection found its way to Orono...Lisa Desjardins MichaudAdrien Lanthier Ringuette English Nonfiction Genealogy University of Maine, Orono
Eric Rolfson, Emma Phillips, Martha Whitehouse, Louella Rolfe, Lin LaRochelle, Virginia Stand, Territ Beter, Scott Ringuette, Celeste Ringuette, Tony Brinkley, Susan PinetteEnglish Photography
Morgan Jewett Kent near dedication sign Lin LaRochelle, Morgan Jewett KentEnglish Photography
Shelving donated by Emma & Richard Phillips. Carpentry work done by Walter and Ken Knox and Richard PhillipsEnglish Photography
Walter and Ken Knox English Photography
picture of children, maybe Lucinde Breton and Marie-Anne Boutin, on a farmHistory: G neral
picture of two women making thread and a toddler and a babyHistory: General
Gilles Morin, le politicien Retraité de l'Ontario qui a des Fiens familiaux avec le maine / Gilles Morin, the Retired Ontario Politician with Family links to MaineYves Chartra dPolitician Gilles Morin, M mber of Ontari 's Legisla ive AssemblyFrench nd EnglishNonfiction Genealogy Government and PoliticsOn ario, Toronto, Quebec, Dolbeau, Dolbeau-Mistassini, Beauce, and l'Anse St.-Jean; CanadaJa kman, Winthrop, nd Old Ca ada Road; MaineTennesse
Gilles Morin  Government and PoliticsGenealogy
Herman Morin Government and PoliticsGenealogy
Canadian and American Flags representing Gille Morin's heritageGover ment and PoliticsGenealogy
Du Nouveau Sur le Joueur de baseball Del Bissonette Yves ChartrandProfessional Baseball Player Del BissonetteFrench a d EnglishHistory:  General Winthrop, Lewiston, Augusta, and Wayne, Maine; Brooklyn; Los AngelesMontréal, Cap-de-la d leine, Glace Bay, Québec City, Toronto, Three Rivers; CanadaSouth America
Brooklyn Dodger's First Baseman Del Bissonette who played many minor leagues in Canada
Forever Becoming; The Ever Deepening Realization of Presence in my LifeVivian FranckVivian Franck was a nun for 30 years in the French Canadian OrderEnglish Nonfiction Autobiography History: Religion Northern Maine
Vivian Franck
Former nun Vivian Franck's novel, "Forever Becoming The Ever Deepening
Realization of Presence
in my Life"
Je Me Souviens La Cuisine de la Grandmere (I Remember Grandmother's Kitchen)AFGS The American-French Geneological Society's French-Canadian Cuisine CookbookEnglish, Fr nch TitlesCui ine Woonsocket, RI
Roti Aux Porc avec Legumes/ Roast Pork with Vegetables John F. Côté, Jr.Sample Recipe from the AFGS CookbookEnglish, French TitlesCui ine
French-Canadian Cookbook "Je Me Souviens La Cuisine de la Granmere"AFGS
AFGS Woonsocket, RI
Roti Aux Porc avec Legumes/ Roast Pork with Vegetables
Lemon Pie Patricia G. GillisSample Recipe from the AFGS CookbookEnglish Cuisine Romeo, MI Woonsocket, RI
Lemon Pie and Lemons Sample Recipe from the AFGS Cookbook Cuisine
Chicken and Apple Spread Muriel G. FornierSample Recipe from the AFGS CookbookEnglish Cuisine Woonsocket, RI
An Incident in Trois Rivières:  Consul Nicholas Smith and the French CanadiansMichael GuignardNicholas Smith's, served US Council, racist writer, made accusations that French Canadians are invading the StatesEnglish Biddiford, Lewiston; MEMassachusetts Trois Rivieres, Quebec, Montreal,; Canada
Lisa Michauddifferent letters to the form English and frenchNonfiction
Regardons la carte Guy Dubay French Nonfiction Madawaska, ME
Attention former students of st. Thomas Seminary Albert J. Marceaustudents of st. thomas seminaryEnglish Newspaper and magazineNonfiction Bloomfield, CT
The tower at st. thomas Seminary Albert J. Marceau English Photography Bloomfield, CT
Tinkham's celebrate golden wedding anniversary Virginia L. StandDiane and Ronald Tinkham Englsih Nonfiction History, Local French Island Old Town, ME
Michaud Family Reunion Guy DubayMichaud Family English Nonfiction Geneaology History, Local Quebec Van Buren, ME Frenchville, ME
Cyrille and Remi Michaud Michaud Family English Photography History, Local
Ah! The Grist Mill! Le Moulin a Farine Guy DubayGristmill English Nonfiction History, Local Frenchville, ME Saint John River New Brunswick, ME
Gristmill Gristmill English Photography History, Local Van Buren, ME
Heberts of the St. John Valley Guy Dubayancestors of the st. John ValleyEnglish Nonfiction History, Local St. John Valley Quebec
The Forest Family Guy Dubay English Genealogy History, Local Madawask, ME Quebec St. Basile, NB
Fifty years as a girl Friday Martha Cyr Genest English Nonfiction Van Buren, ME
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
1985-1999 When Gilles morin was in office some of Gilles ancesters were lumbermen, blacksmiths, and carpenters
January 30, 1931Associated Press wrote that Bissonette was the president of Central maine Red Apple Orchards, Inc.Bissonette play d First Bas  for the Brooklyn Dodgers and everal minor leagues in Canada; Insurance, scholarships, and apple industry are associated with Bissonette 
(Vivian's blog)  http://www.vivianfranck.com/book/  (to purchase book) http://bookstore.balboapress.
com/Products/SKU-000614965/Forever-Becoming.aspx
2015 Date of New Printing $15 plus $5 S&H to AFGS PO Box 830, Woonsocket, RI  02895-0870  (http://www.afgs.org/afgscookbook.html)
New York City February 10, 1890Nicholas Smith wrote article "Fecundity of French Canadians"
May 15, 2015 date of the reunion
Madawaska, ME August 16, 2014 Date of reunion
New Brunswick, ME 1825 When the government was asked if the mill could be built
1744-1745 When French from Quebec attacked Annapolis Royal
St. John River
Bissonette played First Base for the Brooklyn Dodgers and several minor leagues in Canada; Insurance, scholarships, and apple industry are associated with Bissonette 
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37 2 Fall 2014 13 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 Van Buren Maine History 13 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 2004 "Echoes", No. 91 pages 36-40 14 Excerpt
37 2 Fall 2014 1961 14 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 15 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 16 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 18 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 1898 18 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 1933 18 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 1924 19 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 1938 19 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 19 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 19 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 20 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 December 25, 2013 20 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 April 2013 Portland Magazine 21 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 22 Advertisement
37 2 Fall 2014 23 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 23 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 June, 1954 24 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 1947 24 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 25 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 25 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 2011 25 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 25 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 25 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 26 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 28 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 31 Advertisement
37 2 Fall 2014 32 Book synopsis
37 2 Fall 2014 33 Book synopsis
37 2 Fall 2014 34 Book synopsis
37 2 Fall 2014 35 Book synopsis
37 2 Fall 2014 36 Book synopsis
37 2 Fall 2014 37 Book synopsis
37 2 Fall 2014 38 Poetry
37 2 Fall 2014 38 Poetry
37 2 Fall 2014 39 Poetry
37 2 Fall 2014 39 Poetry
37 2 Fall 2014 39 Poetry
37 2 Fall 2014 40 Children's story
37 2 Fall 2014 43 Article
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Edouard Lacroix Englidh Photography
Van Buren Lumber& Manufacturing Company English Photography Van Buren, ME
From Maine to Thailand the making of a peace corps volunteer Roger ParentCarlyle A. Mitchell English Nonfiction St. Franciz Xavier UniversityAntigonish, Nova Scotia
Carlyle A. Mitchell of St. George's Grenada Carlyle A. Mitchell English Photography St. Franciz Xavier UniversityAntigonish, Nova Scotia
Roger Parent and Carl Mitchell with other members of the Caribbean Circle Roger Parent Englsih Photography
Getting letters from the president and his brother in-law was heady stuff and I tried not to get excitedRoger Par nt English Photography History, Local
Mirror into the past Amos E. Marquis English Nonfiction History, Local Passadumkeag, ME
Amos E. Marquis English Photography
Marquis Farmhouse 1933 English Photography
Marquis Family English Photography
Ophelia and Amos Marquis English Photography
Blanche Marquis English Photography
Marquis' Home English Photography
An Aunt to be rembered Virginia L. SandMarie "Merease" CunninghamEnglish Nonfiction Waterville, ME University of Maine, Orono
Photo that I took of my aunt and her sister Virginia L. SandMarie "Merease" CunninghamEnglish Photography Waterville, ME
We're a food-crazy food border state, so where are the starry Franco-American resturants?Claire Z. Cramer English Nonfiction Cuisine Lewiston, ME Aroostook, ME Madawaska, ME
Bouchard Family Farms English Nonfiction Cuisine Fort Kent, ME
Leo Heroux un veteran pas ordinaire de la Deuxieme Guerre mondialeJuliette L. BruneauLeo Heroux French Genealogy Nonfiction History, Local Normandy
Leo avant la guerre French Photography History, Local
Leo, 10e anniversaire debarquement French Photography History, Local
Mariage a Leo et Anne-Marie French Photography History, Local
Herve Heroux du rigiment de maisonneuve French Photography History, Local
J. Ro;and Heroux des fustiliers Mont- Royal French Photography History, Local
Nancy, Leo et Norman Heroux French Photography History, Local
Norman Liliane, Nancy et Gilles French Photography History, Local
Leo et famille French Photography History, Local
Waterbury L'exile' Alice Gelinas French Nonfiction
Mai 1964 Papa ELizee et Nicole French Photography
Crown  of Maine Productions, INC. English Newspaper and magazineHistory, Local Medway, ME
Books/Livres JC LevesqueJC Levesque English Nonfiction Literature Madawaska, ME
Les Belles Histoires de Fort Kent, Maine USA Dr. Marc Chase English Nonfiction Literature Fort Kent, ME
The Secret World of Mr & Mrs' Santa Claus Cathie Pelletier English Children's Literature St. John River
Merry Moosey Christmas Lynn Plourde illustrated by Russ Cox English Children's Literature Winthrop, ME
Acadia then and now: A people's history English Nonfiction History: Local Acadie
Acadian Roots Dottie Hutchins and Paul Cyr English Photography History: Local St.John Valley
La malle Michelle Goriou Barany French and EnglishPoetry
Great Northern Adrienne Pelletier LaPage English Poetry
L'Actions de Grace Virginia L. Sand French and EnglishPoetry
In the backyard Maureen Wallner English Poetry
Coquillages Adrienne Pelletier LaPage French Poetry
Crow conference on Acorn Lane Virginia L. Sand French and EnglishChildren's Literature
Adrein Ringuette genalogy book collection gift to Centre Franco-AmericanJuliana L'HeureuxAdrien Ringuette English Nonfiction Adrien Ringuette Memorial Library
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
1835-1985
1870-1943 lifespan
1944 When Leo was in Normandy
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37 2 Fall 2014 43 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 43 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 43 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 44 Family tree
37 2 Fall 2014 46 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 1908 46 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 46 Photograph
37 2 Fall 2014 47 Article
37 2 Fall 2014 47 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 1 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 3 Letters
37 1 Spring 2014 4 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 5 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 2013 "Echoes", No. 90 pages 29-33 2004 6 Excerpt
37 1 Spring 2014 6 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 6 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 7 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 7 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 7 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 8 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 8 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 9 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 9 Obituary
37 1 Spring 2014 9 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 10 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 10 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 12 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 12 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 13 article
38 3 Summer 2016 37 article
38 3 Summer 2016 37 article
38 3 Summer 2016 38 Memoir
38 3 Summer 2016 40 Synopsis
38 3 Summer 2016 40 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 40 Synopsis
38 3 Summer 2016 42 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 42 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
The collection English Photography Adrien Ringuette Memorial Library
Community Volunteer Daniel Lapierre English Photography Adrien Ringuette Memorial Library
Some of the books English Photography Adrien Ringuette Memorial Library
Franco-American Families of Maine Bob ChenardRinguette Family English Genealogy History: Local St. Agathe, ME St. Basile, NB
Franco-American research from New Hampshire Juliana L'HereuxMargaret Langford Englsih Nonfiction History: Local Cheshire County, NH
French-Canadian immigrants learned how to be self sustaining becuase of skills on the Quebec farms English Photography History: Local Quebec
Margaret Langford Ph.D is a retired professor of French and Franco- American studies English Photography
Juliana L'Heureux: Blogger writes about Brunswick, Topsham Franco- AmericansJuliana L'Heureux English Nonfiction History: Local Thopsham, ME Brunswick
Charles Vernetter and family in 1904 English Photography Nonfiction
Pictured above are some of the members of the congres mondial Acadien 2014 Main regional coordinating commiteeEnglish Photography
Guy Dubay English Nonfiction
Municipal development in St. John Valley Guy Dubay English Nonfiction History: Local St. John Valley Madawaska, ME
Acadie! Acadie! Acadie! Guy Dubay English Nonfiction History: Local St. John Valley Quebec
From Maine to Thailand the making of a peace corps volunteer Roger ParentLawerence Parent Englsih Nonfiction Northern Maine Thailand
Larence's general store in Lille, Maine Patrick Theriault, Patrick Cyr English Photography History: Local Lille, ME Grand Isle
Lawrence Parent in his store in the 1960s English Photography Lawerence's general Store
Lucille Cormier Parent and their son Claude on steps fo the general store Lucille Cormier English Photography Lawerence's general StoreLille, ME
Van Buren Boy's High School English Photography History: Local Van Buren, ME
Fr. Omer saint Onge, principal of Van Buren Boy's High School English Photography Van Buren, ME
Pastor Pere Gelinas saying mass in Notre Dame du Mont Carmel Church Roger Parent English Photography Religious Lille, ME
My father, Noel Parent, read magazines and the daily newspaper English Photography
Notre Dame du Mont Carmel Church English Photography Religious Lille, ME
Souer Bertha Sainte-Croix Harry Rush Jr. French Nonfiction Frenchville
Notre-Dame du saint-Rosaire French Photography Rimouski, Quebec
The state of Franco-Americans Margaret NagleLucienne Cloutier English Nonfiction Demography University of Maine Harpswell, ME
Jorydn Lee, 16, and her great-great-great aunt Lucienne Cloutier, 104 English Photography
Families are the main focus of 2014 congres Mondial Acadien English Nonfiction French in North America
members of the congres mondial acadien 2014 maine regional coordinating commitee Englsih Photography French in North America northern Maine New Brunsick
we are so screwed- part 3 Greg Chabot English Journalism
Revised Statutes Guy DubayThe development of roads by the government and homesteaders and the politics behind itEnglish Nonfiction Government and Polit cs History: Local Madawaska, Maine Hallowell, Maine Houlton, Maine
Fr. Dionne's Politics Guy DubayFr. Dionne and his political interests as a DemocratEnglish Nonfiction Government and Politics History: Religion History: Local St. John Valley and Aroostook County, Maine Fort Kent and Houlton, Maine
My Biddeford and Saco Maine Gérard CoulombeGérard Coulombe growing up in French-Canadian and Irish neighborhoods in MaineEnglish Nonfiction Aut biography French in North America Biddeford, Portland, Saco, Lewiston, Westbrook, Maine; Dieppe, FranceQuébec, Montréal, and the Provincial Fo ests; Canada
A Violette History David A. Violette, Guy F. Dubay, Rod VioletteFrançois Violette, Pioneer English Nonfiction Genealogy French in North AmericaUpper St. John River Valley, St. Leonard, and Hammond River Area; New BrunswickFortress of L uisbourg, Isle Royal, and Cap  Breton Island; Nova Scotia Van Buren, Maine
book cover of A VIolette History
Franco American Writers, Artists, Poets: University of Maine Franco RetreatJuliana L'HeureuxS san Pinette and Lisa Michaud, UMaine faculty and coordinators of the event as well as 30 participantsEnglish Literary Works Poetry Art French in North AmericaWalpole (near Damariscotta), South Berwick, Eliot, Orono; MaineBucks County, PA
Poet Steven Riel Franco-American Poet Reads from His Collection Steven Riel at the retreat for members of the Franco American cultural communityPoetry Walpole, ME
Book cover of Nursing History Centennial Maine Nursing:  Interviews and History on Caring and CompetenceValerie Hart, Juli na L'Heureux, Susan Henderson, and Ann SossongJulian  L'Heureux reading a narrative from the book ab ut Louis Davis' work as an AIDS educatorScience and MedicineNonfiction Literature Maine
Erica Vermette artist, attended Franco American Retreat for members of the cultural communityArt French in North America
Erica Vermette Art Artwork displayed at the cultural retreat Art French in North America
David Vermette attended the Franco American Retreat for Writers, Artists, and Poets
Joe Arsenault attended the Franco American Retreat for Writers, Artists, and Poets
Abby Paige attended the Franco American Retreat for Writers, Artists, and Poets
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Parent, NB
Van Buren, ME 1787 Northwestern Ordinance is passed
1953 When the excerpt takes palce
St. Agatha Frenchville 1920's When the photo took place
1940's When photo was taken
1955-56 When photo was taken
1955-56 When photo was taken
1887-1977 Lifespan
University of southern Maine
Southeast Quebec
Frenchville, Maine 1871 Maine Revised Statute about highwaysA revised statute is a law that has been changed or reenacted such as laws about creation of roads
Madawaska County and Augusta, Maine 1858 The Aroostook Pioneer Newspaper Story about Fr. Dionne's politicsWilliam Dickey, emocrat, ran against John McCloskey, Republican, for State Senate, McCloskey gets appointed
Berlin, NH; Fairfield, CT; Boston, MA June, 1950 Gérard Coulombe and classmates graduate from St. Louis High School in Biddeford, Maine
Saintes, France 1744-1824 François Violette' s period of life A Violette History is available through Amazon.com
July 15, 2014
April 22-24, 2016 fifth annual Retreat of Franco American Writers and ArtistsA cultu al program supporting members of the Franco American and Native American cultural community
April 23, 2016 retreat Riel's poetry collections are  called Fellow Odd Fellow, How to Dream, The Spirit Can Crest, and Postcard from P-Town
reading done at the Retreat of Franco American

Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 43 Photograph
38 3 Summer 2016 41 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 14 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 16 Review
37 1 Spring 2014 16 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 17 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 17 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 18 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 18 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 Personal collection of Fr. Richard Santerre, Ph.D 19 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 19 Obituary
37 1 Spring 2014 20 Genealogy Article
37 1 Spring 2014 24 article
37 1 Spring 2014 26 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 32 Book synopsis
39 3 Fall 2017 3 Lettres/Letters
37 1 Spring 2014 33 Book synopsis
37 1 Spring 2014 34 Book synopsis
39 3 Fall 2017 3 Lettres/Letters
37 1 Spring 2014 34 Book synopsis
37 1 Spring 2014 The Lowell Sun 34 article
39 3 Fall 2017 3 Lettres/Letters
37 1 Spring 2014 35 article
37 1 Spring 2014 36 Book synopsis
37 1 Spring 2014 36 Book synopsis
37 1 Spring 2014 37 Book synopsis
37 1 Spring 2014 37 Advertisement
37 1 Spring 2014 38 Moview review
37 1 Spring 2014 40 Book synopsis
37 1 Spring 2014 41 Music Review
37 1 Spring 2014 42 article
37 1 Spring 2014 45 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 46 Poetry
37 1 Spring 2014 47 poetry
37 1 Spring 2014 47 poetry
37 1 Spring 2014 48 Children's games
37 1 Spring 2014 49 Recipes
37 1 Spring 2014 49 Recipes
37 1 Spring 2014 50 Announcement
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Joan Vermette and Laurie Graves attended the Franco American Retreat for Writers, Artists, and Poets
Dean Louder attended the Franco American Retreat for Writers, Artists, and Poets
Group Discussion 30 retreat participants shared expressions of cultural diversity and the Franco American immigrant experiences
Bob Perreault and Mary Rice-Defosse attended the Franco American Retreat for Writers, Artists, and Poets
Franco American Families of Maine Bob ChenardFranco American Family Members Identified in a ChartEnglish and FrenchGenealogy French in North America Frenchville, Brunswick, Waterville, Lewiston, Fairfield, Westbrook, MaineQuéb c City, St. Pierre I.O., Cap-St-Ignace, St. Simon, Saint-François, P.Q.; Québec; CanadaS ine Mari ime, Village of Pitres, Ancie t Province of Normandie; S int-Denis-d'Oléron, Isle d'Oléron, Roeun, department of Charente-Maritime, ancient province of Saintonge; France
V'la du sort- Quatrieme partie Greg Chabot French Journalism
Review of the LPL' Amour C'est Comme La Salade:La musique de Philias, Eusebe et Octave de ChampagneAlbert J. Marc auChampagn Brothers English Nonfiction Lowell, MA
Municipal development in St. John Valley English Photograph St. John Valley
Normand L. Ayotte, director of the Chorale Orion English Photograph History: Local
Edward Athayde, pianist for the Chorale Orion English Photograph History: Local
The memberds of the Chorale Orion English Photograph History: Local Lowell, MA 
The logo of the Franco-American Records English Photograph
Eusebe Champagne English Photograph History:Local Lowell, MA
The libes of the Champagne brothers as revealed in their obituaries Albert J. MarceauEusebe Champagne English Nonfiction History:Local Lowell, MA Ste-Jeanne-d'Arc Church St. Joseph's cemetary, Lowell, MA
What's in a name? Gary NokesChampagne family English Genealogy Nonfiction History: Local
the lyrics to the songs on the Album, L'amour c'est comme la salade Albert J. MarceauChampagne family English nonfiction Art & architecture Lowell historical societyLowell public Library Boston Public library
Warerbury L'exile Alice Gelinas French nonfiction Quebec city Montreal
Onomastics and Genealogy- The Name Game Denise R. LarsonMarc Picard English nonfiction genealogy
Mrs. Hunter M. WhiteGregory White English nonfiction Dedham, MA
La revue internationale Veritas Acadie devoile sa deuxieme edition Societe internationale veritas Acadie French/ English nonfiction history: Local Quebec city
94 and counting Henry (grampa) LaBore English nonfiction Genealogy Minnesota
Lisa Hutchins English nonfiction Estes Park, CO
Oak island an Acadian tale Mark Labine English fiction Acadia Boston
The language of faith book chronicles of Lowell's Franco-American Community through its founding churchesDebbie HovanasianL well's ind strial revolution English History: Local French in North America Lowell, MA 
Jan IsusauriGeorge Findlen's Article on Acadian FoodEnglish nonfiction cuisine Orono, Biddeford; ME Pensacola, FL
Le Dictionnaire des grands oubiles du sport au Quebec Yves ChartandGiles Janson French/English nonfiction Quebec Boston, MA St. Johnsonbury, VT
Blackberrying Steven Riel English Poetry
Marie-Quat'e-Poches et Sarah Foshay Normand Beaurpe French nonfiction biography
American Energy, Imperiled Coast Jason P. Theriot English nonfiction History: General Lousianna Gulf Coast
LA PAROLE newsletter of the Acadain Museum Chairman Warren A. PerrinAcadian Heritage and Culture foundationEnglish nonfiction History: General Lousianna St. Landry Parish 
Piecework: When we were French Abby Paige and Koby Rogers Hall English nonfiction French in North America Canada New England
Champlain in Maine Philip Turner English fiction Caribou Public Library
Chanterelle Josee Vachon & Donna Hebert Franco-American fiddle & songD na Hebert English Art & Architecture Quebec New England Canada
Le 350 anniversaire de l'arrivee en Nouvelle-France du premier contigent des Filles du RoyIrene Belleau French nonfiction History: General Canada
Martin Acadian Homestead Paul and Lois MillerThe Ma tin family English nonfiction history: General st. John Valley Madawaska, ME
Bob Margaret S. LangfordRobert R. Fournier English Poetry St. Jean-Baptist Quebec New Hampshire
Fleurs De Printemps Adrienne Pelletier French/ English Poetry
L'oiseau Adrienne Pelletier French Poetry
Coin des jeunes French Children's literature
Fiddlehead recipe Carol (st. Louis) Nichols English Cuisine 
Salmon Pie Adeline (LaGrasse) st. Louise English Cuisine 
August 2014 St. John valley Family Reunions English Genealogy St. John Valley
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
group activities such as Archive "memory library" to show how collective memories can fail
Berlin, NH "before" 1629-August 28, 1971earliest and latest dates on the family chartLes Familles LeMarre (Lamore) and decendents and people who married into the family; chart including dates, number of children born in Maine, etc.
1978 date of record being recorded
Dec. 24 1864-Aug 29 1929 Lifespan
St. Joseph's cemetary, Lowell, MA
Boston Public library
June 11, 2016 Mr. White passed away Mrs. White thanking Le Forem for the interest and pleasure it gave her husband
Payment and Donation, expresses how she loves the magazine
Ms. Isusauri enjoyed George Findlin's article and has been trying out recipes from her grandmother's cookbook
St. Johnsonbury, VT June 6,2013 date of book launch
1663 year of arrival
1823-1860 year the house was built
1932-2013 lifespan
March 5th, 2014 date the reunions start
Les Familles LeMarre (Lamore) and decendents and people who married into the family; chart including dates, number of children born in Maine, etc.
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37 1 Spring 2014 51 Article
37 1 Spring 2014 51 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 3 Lettres/Letters
39 3 Fall 2017 4 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 Aroostook County, ME (ECHOES, the Northern Maine Journal of Rural Culture2004 5 Excerpt/Memoir
39 3 Fall 2017 6 Essay
39 3 Fall 2017 8 Essay
39 3 Fall 2017 5 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 6 Photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 52 Map
37 1 Spring 2014 54 photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 54 photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 54 photograph
37 1 Spring 2014 54 photograph
36 4 Fall 2013 1 Obituary
36 4 Fall 2013 3 Obituary
36 4 Fall 2013 3 Obituary
36 4 Fall 2013 3 Obituary
36 4 Fall 2013 4 Book synopsis
36 4 Fall 2013 4 Book synopsis
36 4 Fall 2013 4 Book synopsis
36 4 Fall 2013 4 Announcement
36 4 Fall 2013 5 Article
36 4 Fall 2013 5 photograph
36 4 Fall 2013 5 Photograph
36 4 Fall 2013 2013 "Echoes" 2004 6 Article
36 4 Fall 2013 6 Photograph
36 4 Fall 2013 7 Photograph
36 4 Fall 2013
39 3 Fall 2017 11 Memoir
39 3 Fall 2017 11 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 May 23, 2013 Biddeford Saco Currier (Norman's Memorial Attic) 15 Memoir
39 3 Fall 2017 15 Illustration
39 3 Fall 2017 16 Folklore
39 3 Fall 2017 October 11, 1995 St. John Valley Times 17 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 20 Poetry/Poésie
39 3 Fall 2017 20 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 2017 20 Poetry/Poésie
39 3 Fall 2017 20 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 21 Poetry/Poésie
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Focus on Families Don Levesque English nonfiction Madawaska, ME Quebec New Brunswick
Kathleen Lagusee of St. David and her children celebrate the landing of the Acadians in the St. John Valley during the Acadian Festival in MadawaskaEnglish Photograph St. John Valley Madawaska, ME
Xavier de la Prade Mr. Xavier de la Prade enjoyed the article "The Battlers - Investigation of a Quebecer on Dispersions of Franco-Americans" written by Simon CouillardFrench Immigratio Sociology Hist ry: General Petaluma, CA Louisiana Quebec
Finding a Larger Canvas: Franco-Americans’ Enduring Significance Patrick LacroixFranco- Americans and their limited place in history education and the need to reach out to scholars who don't specialize in Franco-American history to compare historical experiences equally to Irish, German, Italian, and other immigrantsEnglish Education Fr ch in North America History: General Quebec and Quebec City, Montreal, Sillery; CanadaWoonsock t, RI; Watervill , MENew England
From Maine to Thailand:  The Making of a Peace Corp Volunteer; Smuggling the RingsRo er ParentRoger Parent trying to get through customs with a set of wedding ringsEnglish Biography an  AutobiographyTravel and Tourism; DramaNewspaper and MagazineUdorn, Khao Lak; Thailand Lille, Van Buren, Acadian Northern Area; MEH nolulu, Hilo, Big Island; HI
La Pie Bavarde Marie-Ann GauvinMs. Gauvin's thoughts on ThanksgivingFrench Cuisine Travel and Tourism Sports Hartford, CT Nashua, NH
Pvt. Charles Bourget, A Franco-American Revolutionary War Patriot Paul LessardColonialArmy Private Charles Burget (possibly aka Bourget, Burzett, Burgette) Private enlisted and served three timesrevolutionary war English Nonfiction History: Documentary Historiography Augusta, St. J hn Valley, Fort Western, Height of Land, Gardiner; ME
Quebec, Quebec City, St. Laurence River Area, Sartigan Region, St.
Joseph-de-Beauce,  Ste. Anne- e-Beaupré, Chaudière River Area; CanadaEngland; F nce Gre t Britain;  Europe; North America; Glascow, Scottland; Portugal
"They fit into a watch pocket" Roger Parent's wedding rings Travel and Tourism
Roger and Rolande in Hartford, 1965 Biography and Autobiography Hartford, CT
Family Reunions in Three Regions English Nonfiction genealogy Quebec/ Canada New Brunswick Maine
The Franco-American Centre is pleased to welcome a set of the "PRDH" St. Louis/ Bouchard family English Photography Bangor, ME
The following books were donated by Albert Marceau Albert Marceau English Photography Newington, CT saint Jean Baptiste ParishLowell, MA 
The following books were donated by Author Mark Labine Mark Labine English Photography Arden Hills, Minnesota
This beautiful antique cabinet was donated to the Franco-American Centre David and Connie Brown English Photography Waterville, ME
This issue of Le Forum is dedicated in loving memory of Alice Gelinas Alice Gelinas English Nonfiction Photography Canada
Dormez bien Madame Gelinas Yves ChartandAlice Gelinas French/english nonfiction
Rober R. Fournier Robert R. Fournier English nonfiction Pembroke
Richard L. Fortin Richard L. Fortin English nonfiction Manchester
down the Plains' Rhea Cote Robbins English nonfiction French in North America Maine
The weight of Winter Cathie Pelletier English fiction
You're wearing THAT to school?! Lynn Plourde and Sue Cornelison English fiction
Memere project and the University of Maine's Franco- American Centre Nick Lucey, Tony Brinkley, Lisa Desjardins Michaud, Jacob AlbertEngli h Nonfiction French in North America Photography University of Maine 
The Memere Project: Hertiage from a personal viewpoint Juliana L'HeureuxNick Lucey, Claudia Breton EmondEnglish Nonfiction French in North America immigration
Claudia Breton Emond Claudia Breton Emond English Phototograph immigration
Nick Lucey creator of the Memere Project Nick Lucey English Photograph
From Maine to Thailand the making of a Peace Corps Volunteer Roger Parent English Nonfiction New Brunswick Quebec Nova Scotia
Notre Dame du Mont Carmel Elementary School English Photograph Notre Dame du Mont Carmel Church
A daughters of Wisdom sisten and her class at Notre Dame du Mont Carmel English Photograph Notre Dame du Mont Carmel Church
La Belle Chevelure De Laura Normand Beaupré Mr. Beaupré's grandmother, LauraFrench Drama Biography Poetry
Roberval, Quebec, Saint-Hyacinthe, Sainte-Christine, Victoriaville,
Roxton Falls, Beloeil; Canada Maine; New England; United States; Mexico; South America
Mes grandparents, George et Laura Biography Drama
Les Souvenances du Moulin de Maurice Mercier et de Rose Coté (COURIER #21 fr Le Grenier des Souvenances de Norman)Normand BeaupréMr. Mau ice Merier and Ms. Rose CotéFr nch Nonfiction Economic and Industrial History: Labor and SocialBiddeford, Saco, Kennebunk, Bar Mills (village in Buxton); MaineMassachusetts Beloeil, Quebec
Biddeford's Pepperell Mill
A Franco American Folktale Gérard CoulombeSandy Ives, Folklore ProfessorEnglish University of Maine, Orono; Maritime ProvincesWarwick, Province of Québec
La Vache A Maillotte
Jaqueline Chamberland
Blesso Francine teachin Michel the importance of preserving the French language of the Valley which is close to original French from FranceFrench and EnglishLiterary Wo ks Fiction
To Kerouac, With Regret Suzanne BeebeA poem in honor of American novelist and poet Jack KerouacLiterary Works Poetry Biography Lowell, MA Québec
Jack Kerouac Photograph of novelist and poet Jack Kerouac
Raymond Chandonnet Suzanne Beebememorial poem to Raymond ChandonettEnglish and FrenchPoetry Memoir Lowell, MA Québec; French Canada
April 3, 1933 - August 20, 1970 Raymond Chandonnet Photograph
Homecoming - Heaven is Where the Heart Is; Yvette Goes Home Margaret LangfordYvette Daneault English Memoir Literary Work Poetry Hardwick, VT
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
Xavier de la Prade renewed subscription and related to article because he traveled to Louisiana and found only a few French and Native American tribe names were left
American Southwest 2008 Franco-American Monument dedicated in Sillery, Canada by Quebec Premier Jean CharestArticle addresses the question, does Franco-American history fall under Quebec or North American history?  It is connected to European immigration.
Asia; South East Asia; Middle East African Coast; Madagascar; Europe; New York; Philippines; Malaysia; Hong Kong; Tokyo, Japan; :Thibodeau, New Brunswick, Canada; India; Southbend, INO tober, 1963 Roger proposes to Rolande 14th in a series of excepts in a memoir that includes Mr. P rent i  the Peace Corps
essay submitted by Jacqueline Chamberland Blesso, Jline59@earthlink.net
Danbury, Wethersfield; CT- Concord, Lexington, Boston; MA- Albany, New York City, West Point, Saratoga, German; NY- Valley Forge, PA- Monmouth County, Reading; NJ- Yorktown; VA1763 Treaty of Paris ended hostilies betwe n French and English colonistsMr. Lessard's study of Private Charles Burget three time e listment into the Revolutionary War, once with Benedict Arnold's Expedition
From Roger Parents "From Maine to Thailand"
1965 Image of Roger and Rolande in CTReturning from Peace Corps Roger brought engagement and wedding rings for Rolande 
www.cma2014.com
March 31 1916-July 22, 2013Life span
October 20, 2013day of death
November 7, 2013day of death
1972 when the centre was founded 
Thailand
Normandy, France 2008 the author Normand Beaupré was given a medal by the French Government for his literatureA memoir with aut or's imagination about life of grandmother told through her cutting of her long, beautiful hair
the author Normand Beaupré's grandparents
1926/1917 years Maurice Mercier/Mme Rose Coté bornMr. Mercier and Mrs. story of their employment at the Pepperell Mills
Professor Ives class focused collecting folk stories like the devil at the dance 
1604 ancestors came from France to the New Worlda French Lesson about a song about a cow with it's head stuck in a pot
April 3, 1933-August 20, 2017Lifetime of Raymond Chandonnet Compares the lifesyle and morals or Chandonnet to Kerouac
October 26, 1921-December25, 2015Lif time of Yvette Daneault Imaging the "homecoming" of Yvette returning to her childhood farm with her large family
Xavier de la Prade renewed subscription and related to article because he traveled to Louisiana and found only a few French and Native American tribe names were left
Article addresses the question, does Franco-American history fall under Quebec or North American history?  It is connected to European immigration.
Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
39 3 Fall 2017 21 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 21 Poetry/Poésie
39 3 Fall 2017 21 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 22 Poetry/Poésie
39 3 Fall 2017 22 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 22 Poster
39 3 Fall 2017 22 Synopsis
39 3 Fall 2017 22 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 23 Synopsis: Books/Livres
39 3 Fall 2017 23 Bookcover Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 23 Synopsis: About the Author
39 3 Fall 2017 23 Synopsis:  Books/Livres
39 3 Fall 2017 23 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 24 Synopsis:  Books/Livres
39 3 Fall 2017 24 Lettres/Letters
39 3 Fall 2017 24 Synopsis:  Books/Livres
39 3 Fall 2017 24 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 24 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 25 Synopsis:  Books/Livres
39 3 Fall 2017 25 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 25 Synopsis:  Books/Livres
39 3 Fall 2017 25 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 25 Synopsis:  Books/Livres
39 3 Fall 2017 25 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 26 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 26 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 27 Advertisement
39 3 Fall 2017 28 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 28 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 28 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 28 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 28 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 28 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 28 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 29 Advertisement
39 3 Fall 2017 30 Announcement
39 3 Fall 2017 30 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 30 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 30 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 30 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 30 Image:  Invitation
39 3 Fall 2017 April, 1976 Le Farog Forum 31 Article
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Yvette Daneault on the farm where she grew up Hardwick, VT
La Mort Pathétique (Pathetic Death) Ronald G. HérouxPresident John F. Kennedy French Literary Works Poetry Government and Politics
President John Fitzgerald Kennedy
These Thoughts Linda Ouellette MichaudAustin West, a teen who took his lifeEnglish Literary Works Poetry Memoir Psychology
Austin James West's monument with engraving and his image
World Wide Suicide Prevention Day with Photograph of Austin Suicide Hotline Number and Prevention Announcement dedicated to AustinEnglish Psychology
Bella's Fall Coat Lynn Plourde (author); Susan Gal (illustrator)Bell  and the co t her grandmother made for herEnglish Literary Work Children's Literature Fiction
Book Cover: Bella's Fall Coat Lynn Plourde (author); Susan Gal (illustrator)Photography
The Sweet Life Ida LeClair's Guide to Love and Marriage Susan PoulinSusan Poulin's alter-ego Ida LeClair advice and stories on relationshipsEngl sh Li e ary Work F ction Drama Cuisine Maine
The Sweet Life Ida LeClair's Guide to Love and Marriage Susan Poulin Photography
About this Author: Susan Poulin award winning author, performer, bloggerSusan PoulinEnglish Synopsis Biography Bibliography Maine Minneapolis
Frog Town Laurence Armand FrenchAcadians a d Quebec settlers living among YankeesEnglish Literary Work Demography History: Labor & SocialA dia Québec New Hampshire
Book Cover: Frog Town; Portrait of a French Canadian Parish in New EnglandLaurence Armand French Photography
Growing Up Franco-American: (with no black patent-leather shoes) Lorraine Dutile MasureMs. 's story of her immigrant parents and grandparentsEnglish Literary Work Nonfiction Immigration United States
Thank You Paul Lessardthanking/complementing Lisa for formatting story on distant relative, Patriot Charles BourgetEnglish N fiction History: Documentary Biography Valley Forge, PA Arnold Historical Society, MOBelgrade, ME
Dino Pets Go to School Lynn Plourde (Gideon Kendall, Illustrator)a boy bringing his pet dinosaur to school for "pet day"Englis Literary Work Children's Literature
Book Cover: Up Franco-American: (with no black patent-leather shoes)Lorraine Dutile Masure
Book CoverDino Pets Go to School Lynn Plourde (Gideon Kendall, Illustrator)
We Were Not Spoiled: A Franco-American Memoir Lucille Verreault Ledoux English Literary Work Biography French in North AmericaL wiston, ME
We Were Not Spoiled: A Franco-American Memoir Lucille Verreault Ledoux Photography
A Tale of Two Migrations: A French Canadian Odyssey Patrice Demers Kaneda English Literary Work Fiction: Drama Immigration Ellis Island, NY Europe Novelle France, French Canada; Québec, Canada
A Tale of Two Migrations: A French Canadian Odyssey Patrice Demers Kaneda Photography
Field Trip Day Lynn Plourde (Thor Wickstrom, Illustrator)English Literary Work Children's Literature
Book Cover: Field Trip Day Lynn Plourde (Thor Wickstrom, Illustrator) Photography
A Father's Blessing on New Year's Day Gérard CoulombeMr. Coulombe and his family English with some FrenchNonfiction Biography Religion Long Island
Coulombe family saying grace
Leviosa Communications Adrienne Pelletier Irizarrycommun c tion consulting firmEnglish Eliot, ME
Music/Musique:  Nancy Lamarre; Play by Ear and Wing It Nancy LamarreAcadian French Musican (accordionist) Nancy LamarreEnglish Audio and Video Nonfiction: Art French in North AmericaAcadia
CD Cover:  Nancy Lamarre; Play by Ear and Wing It Accordionist Nancy Lamarre Audio and Video Nonfiction: Art French in North America
Josée Vachon; Franco-American Singer; French-Canadian Rhythm & Songs Singer and Guitarist Josée VachonEnglish Biography Nonfiction: Art French in North AmericaQuébec Maine Acadia
Singer and Guitarist Josée Vachon Audio and Video Photography
CD Cover: Josée Vachon; Parlez-Moi D'amour Singer and Guitarist Josée Vachon Audio and Video Photography
CD Cover:  Josée Vachon; Déracinée, Uprooted Singer and Guitarist Josée Vachon Audio and Video Photography
CD Cover:  Josée Vachon; Ça Fait Rire; Les Enfants Singer and Guitarist Josée Vachon Audio and Video Photography
Forever Boards John Dumond and Cheryl Harveysale of cutting, serving, pastry, and trivet boardEnglish Advertisement
Acadian Soirée...a Success! a party thrown by the Bangor Knights of ColumbusEn lish and FrenchAnnouncement Cuisine Bangor, Livermore Falls, Augusta, Biddeford, Madawaska, and Waterville; MEMA, NH, VT C nada
La Famille LeBlanc Photography
Acadian Soirée Photography
Acadian Soirée Photography
Acadian Soirée Photography
Acadian Soirée party at the Anah Shrine Hall English Announcement Bangor, ME
Franco-American Literature: Past to Present Claire BoulducSr. Mary Carmel Therriault English and FrenchBiography Education Religion Laval University (Québec)Aroostook County, ME St. Joseph's College (Maine)
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
author's poetic reaction to JFK's death a few hours before
Jan 23, 2001-Jul 2, 2016lifetime on gravestone of young Austin James WestPublished po t Linda Oulette Michaud's poem about suicide thoughts and prevention
Jan 23, 2001-Jul 2, 2016Austin's lifetime
September 10 Worldwide Suicide Prevention Day suicide helpling number:  1-800-273-8255
hardcover: $9.44 amazon.com
softcover for $16.95; ISBN: 978-1-939017-95-6
1997, 2005, 2008published dates of three "Ida" bookshttps://www.islandportpress.com
2004 published UPA (United Press of America)ISBN:  9780761863847; https://www.ebooks.com/1734038/frog-town/french-laurence-armand/
March 1, 2017 published available on Kindle and Paperback: https://amazon.com/Growing-Up-Franco-American-black-patent-leather/dp/1542679664
Winter, 1777-1778Veteran Charles Bourget served Charles Bourget was a member of the Second Light Dragoon; his name is now on the Wall of Honor and added to Arnold Historical Society rolls
1921 date Ms. Ledoux was born memoir of way of life for French-Americans in Maine
New England 1840-1930; 17th Cent.; 1950'smillions of Europeans passed through Ellis Island and New France Settled; French family members; left in New England An adventure across Canada to New Enland and across centuries
Story revolves around family holiday traditions
notre Père saying grace at head of table
adrienne@leviosacomm.com; (207) 944-3858
$ 20.00/CD; order: (207) 947-3875; NancyLamarreomonami@gmail.com
Franco-American, Acadian French music
New York State 1999; 2007 awarded National Culture through the Arts Award; inducted into French-Canadian Hall of Famettp://joseevachon.com/index.php; 1-888-424-1007 (toll fre )
1-603-938-2737; foreverboardsnh@gmail.com
September 23, 2017date of the Soirée financial support from UMaine Franco-American Center;proceeds went to All Saints Catholic School and charities
the musical group
people in audience watching the band
easles with pictures
the dinner
September 23, 2017date of the Soirée information about party and how to get tickets
St. Joseph's College (Maine) March 19, 1904-Nov. 15, 1979life span of S. Mary Carmel
Charles Bourget was a member of the Second Light Dragoon; his name is now on the Wall of Honor and added to Arnold Historical Society rolls
Box # Volume Number Date of publication in the Forum Original date of publication Place of original publicationWhe  originally writtenStarting Page Document Type
39 3 Fall 2017 31 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 31 Announcement
39 3 Fall 2107 31 Image: Book Cover
39 3 Fall 2017 August 8, 2017 32 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 32 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 32 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 32 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 33 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 August 14, 2017 33 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 33 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 33 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 34 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 34 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 35 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 36 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 36 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 36 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 36 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 43 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 43 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 43 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 43 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 44 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 44 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 44 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 37 Article
39 3 Fall 2017 42 Advertisement
39 3 Fall 2017 42 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 44 Advertisement
39 3 Fall 2017 44 Photograph
39 3 Fall 2017 44 Photograph
36 3 Summer 2013 3 Article 
36 3 Summer 2013 3 Letter 
36 3 Summer 2013 4 Article 
Title/Caption Author Who is this article about? Language Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, please put each subject in a separate box)Subject (if multiple subjects, ple se ut each subject in a separate box)Place mentio d Pl ce mentioned Place mentioned
Sister Mary Carmel (Alma) Sr. Mary Carmel Therriault, Dean and President of St. Joseph's CollegePhotography
The Sister Mary Carmel Scholarship Fund Joanne BeanA Scholarship honoring Sr. Mary Carmel TherriaultReligion Education Sabago Lake, ME Aroostook County and Central MaineG nd Isle, ME
La Littérature Francaise de Nouvelle-Angleterre S. Mary Carmel Therriault French Literature Religion Education
A Trip Through "The Little World They Call Canada" James MyallLewiston's "Little Canada" districtEnglish Newspaper & MagazineNonfiction French in North AmericaL wiston, ME New England
Canal Workers, Lewiston French in North America Lewiston, ME
Tancrel-Philippon Wedding French in North America Lewiston, ME
Mill Housing, Canal Street, Lewiston French in North America Lewiston, ME
Little Canada School French in North America Lewiston, ME
Confronting the Klan in 1920s Maine James MyallHow Fraco's stopped the KKK French in North AmericaGovernment and Politics Ethnic Studies Biddeford, Biddeford-Saco, Fairfield, Greenville, Lewiston-Auburn, Waterville, Portland, Milo, Island Falls; MENew H mpshire
Parade of KKK in MIlo, ME KKK in Maine Milo and Image Falls, ME
Protect Yourself from this Menace Poster of The Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) oppose the KKKEnglis
About James Myall author and historian French in Northe America Topsham, ME
A Photo Tour of the Former St-Jean-Baptiste Church in Lowell, MassachusettsAlbert J. Marceauthe former French-Canadian church called St-Jean-BaptisteEnghlish Religion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA Lynn, MA Newington, CT
St. Jean-Baptiste Church, Lowell, MA Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
St. Jean-Baptiste Church's Stained Glass Windows Removed Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA Quebec, Canada
Examining St. Jean-Baptiste Church's Organ Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
The Organ Pipes in St. Jean-Baptiste's Church Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
Ornamental Painting and Woodwork on St. Jean-Baptiste's Organ Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA Lynn, MA
St. Jean-Baptiste's Rose Window Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
St. Jean-Baptiste's Bell Tower Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
Organist Louis Napoleon Guilbault's Graffiti in St. Jean-Baptiste Church Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
St. Jean-Baptiste Church's Bell Tower Ladders Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA Notre-Dame
St. Jean-Baptiste's Sanctuary Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA Vatican
St. Jean-Baptiste's Pews Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
St. Jean-Baptiste Photo Tour Members DIne at Brother's Pizza Tour Group Members Explore St. Jean-Baptiste ChurchReligion Art and Architecture Photography Lowell, MA
A Preliminary Study Toward Determining the Utility of Reentry Programming for the Maine Department of CorrectionJeffrey LaGassea ne d to collect and analze data on reforming criminalsEnglish Nonfiction Education, Labor & SocialGovernment Bangor, Cumberland County, Belfast, Waldo County, Warren, Augusta MaineTexas, Co orado Georgia, Michigan
DKI Bouchard Cleaning & Restoration, Inc A Cleaning Company English Rural and Metro Maine
Mr. Bouchard holding his buisness awards Bouchard's Cleaning Company
Dick's Barber Shop How Dick got to be a barber English History:  Education, Labor & SocialBiography Cyr Plantation Lewiston Van Buren
Dick the Barber Cutting a Client's Hair Photography
Dick's Barber Shop Dick's Barber Shop in Orono English Photography
Geneology and Pedigree Guy Dubey Geneology and Pedigree English Geneology Pedigree Precentage of Geneology and Pedigree 
Dear Le Forum Xavier de la Prade French Immigrants in Quebec English/French French Language French Relationship to Frogs Quebec 
Soeur Mabel Vaillancourt R.S.R(1908-1937) (Soeur Marie de Sainte-Rose) Harry Rush Soeur MAbel Vaillencourt French The Life of Sister Mabel Vaillencourt Rimouski, Quebec Frenchville, Maine 
Place mentioned Significant DatesDate Description Add'l Notes
announcement for a lecture
Bangor, Eagle Lake, ME 1967 year of graduating class honoring Sr. Mary Carmeldonations: Joanne Bean (jbean@sjcme.edu; 207-893-7891) or https://kappa/sjcme.edu/cc_Forms/IAOF/iaogift
Fides Publisher
1891 Lewiston Journal article on Little CanadaLewiston Journal published an article on Little Canada in Lewiston
1897 Tancrel-Philippon Wedding
1880 Mill Housing on Canal Street photo taken
1900 Little Canada School Photo taken
July 3, 1924 gathering of Klan members broken up in Fairfieldfrom 1923-1925 the KKK was in Maine spreading hate against Franco-Americans and Irish immigrants
September 3, 1923KKK's 'first daylight parade in USA'Image from Island Falls Historical Society/Maine Memory Network
1921 poster created to orgainze against the KKKt is poster lists who the KKK is against
2012; 2015 wrote "The Franco-Americans of Lewiston-Auburn"; consulted for the State Legislative Task Force
June 21, 2017; 1890-2004Franco-American Week tour; church opened - closedcurr t owner TMI Property Management & Development may make it a function hall
1956-2016 St. Joseph the Worker Shrine Photo by John Kabuszewski
John Kabuszewski includes D. Michel Michaud, Roger Lacerte, and Albert Marceau in photo
February 28, 1915St. Jean-Baptiste Church Rededicated
1855 Charles Gounod composes the Mass of St. Cecilia musicPh to by Susy Carnevale
"Ad Mairorem Dei Gloriam" was carved in woodwork and Christian and Greek Symbols were in stained glass
Roger Lacerte on ladder
1914; 1912-1920 Graffiti written by Louise Napoleon Guilbault; years he was organistwilfrid Degi l and Loui  Napoleon Guibault written in graffiti
1939 The Hunchback of Notre-Dame film releasedMichel Michaud noted resemblance to moving starring Charles Laughton as Quasimodo
Novus Orrdo Rite of the Mass used freestanding alter
photo from balcony view
June 21, 2017 Church closed to the public
Virginia, Canada, Washington State, California, New York, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Vermont studying what reentry programs work and list of grants
1-800-479-6676
Orono May 2018 60th anniversary of barbering for Dick!66 Mill St. Ste 3, Orono, ME 04473 (207) 866-7510 6am-5pm
1958 began barber school 77 year old Dick enjoys family, travel, gardening
1988 barber shop moved from Lewiston to Orono
Portion about what is thought to be swear words 

